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ABSTRACT
Medical simulations provide hands-on training at various levels of medical expertise. Yet
these simulators fail to accurately mimic the look, feel and behavior of human tissue. Applying
measured mechanical properties from human cadaver tissues promises to improve the fidelity of
simulated tissue behaviors when subjected to medical procedures. Samples of human parietal
pleura were tested under uniaxial tension to failure and measured characteristics were replicated
in synthetic pleura. Context specific parameters were then collected and compared between
human pleura and the new synthetics. These comparisons tested the hypothesis; H1 Gaps exist
between synthetic and human pleura performance, H2: Human tissue fracture mechanics define
desired performance of synthetic tissues, H3: Synthetic and human tissues with similar
stress/strain parameters will behave similarly when blunt punctured. The results promote the
future development of high fidelity tissue simulants for medical training.
The studied tissue is parietal pleura which contributes the critical haptic “pop” indicating
access to the proper anatomic space during the tube thoracostomy procedure. Once accessed
through blunt puncture, tube is then inserted to drain air and fluid from around the lungs.
Stress/strain based hyper-elastic and fracture properties calibrated from fresh human
cadaver pleura were used to define performance requirements. Synthetic pleura were then
prototyped and their mechanical properties were characterized. Commercial pleura simulants
were puncture tested and compared to compliant custom and off-the-shelf formulations. A noncompliant but commonly used pleura substitute was also tested. Blunt puncture force and
displacement were compared for each of the materials to test the stated hypotheses.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Human tissues are manipulated in nearly every medical procedure. Yet, simulations used
to train these procedures are made of materials that do not realistically replicate the look, feel,
and behavior of these tissues. Low fidelity synthetic tissues may be adequate for task based
training of non-expert populations such as military Combat Lifesavers (CLS) and civilian
Emergency Medical Technicians (EMTs), but when applied to more advanced medical skill
levels such as surgeons, a higher fidelity learning experience is required to achieve deeper
understanding of the medical procedures. This lack of fidelity is typically worked around or
ignored, which reduces student acceptance, to achieve the training mission.
Tissue simulants typically consist of plastic, silicone and PVC because of cost and
availability. While these plastics may be adequate for training non-invasive procedures, they are
dissimilar to human tissue in look, feel and performance. This results in questionable
effectiveness in training invasive and blind procedures that require subtle haptic and visual cues
to guide the clinician. This performance gap forces many training providers to use biological
solutions such as live animal tissues and cadavers to achieve higher learning objectives
(Martinic, 2011). Despite improved tissue fidelity, animal models introduce significant anatomic
shortfalls, additional costs and negative social impacts that many training organizations cannot
afford.
At the height of the recent conflicts around the world, the U.S. Department of Defense
(DoD) determined that modern medical simulations were inadequate for preparing medical
personnel to treat the wounds of war. To address this gap, the DoD mandated pre-deployment
training courses that use live animal tissue to prepare medical personnel for the battlefield
1

(Martinic, 2011). While effective, this practice brought significant scrutiny from groups
promoting animal rights. The dispute between animal rights and medical education remains,
because neither side can show that live tissue use is more or less effective than medical
simulations. The DoD seeks to maximize effectiveness by employing the best tools available,
and continued use of live tissue indicates that the DoD has not found a superior synthetic training
modality. To identify the most effective training tools, university led studies compared live
tissue vs. simulation. Early unpublished results from these studies identified tissue properties
and anatomical accuracy as critical performance gaps that could introduce negative training.
(Sweet & Norfleet, 2014).

Tissue of Interest and Medical Condition
Not all tissues are important for training specific tasks. Critical tasks in each medical
procedure must be understood to identify the critical tissues. This study selected parietal pleura
because of its importance in battlefield medicine. Pleura are tough, smooth membranes that
encase the lungs (visceral) and form the interior surface of the chest wall (parietal), see Figure 1.
The importance to military medicine is high because of a life-threatening condition known as a
tension pneumothorax (TPT) or collapsed lung.
A TPT occurs when air collects in the pleural cavity that surrounds the lungs (LeighSmith & Harris, 2005). Unless relieved, the pressure in the pleural cavity rises to a point where
the lung will no longer inflate. TPT is one of the three most common preventable battlefield
medical killers as defined by the Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TC3) protocols (Kotwal et al.,
2011).
2

Figure 1 Parietal Pleura Anatomy(OpenStax)

Medical Procedure
First responders treat a TPT by inserting a needle through the skin, muscle and parietal
pleura to release the pressurized air. Proper placement is indicated by a haptic “pop” as the
pleura is breached, often followed by an audible release of air (Ayaz et al., 2012).
Tube thoracotomy or chest tube placement (CTP) is a definitive treatment for TPT where
a tube is inserted into the same space to act as a drain for both air and fluids. It is the medical
procedure of interest as it is performed in both pre-hospital and hospital settings and is trained
using medical simulations. In the DoD, CTP is considered a critical task because it directly
affects soldier survival and is performed at all levels of care by combat medics, special forces
medics, physician assistants, doctors and surgeons. In combat, CTP is often performed in austere
3

environments with low light so a high skill level is necessary to reduce risk and improve patient
outcomes. Medical simulations are considered inadequate because of unrealistic tissue behaviors
and the absence of dynamic anatomy that simulates the flex and movement of the rib cage.
Competency in CTP is achieved primarily with live tissue (animals), cadavers and
simulation. Live tissue is the pre-deployment standard for military CTP training but societal and
cost issues threaten its availability. Cadaver training of CTP is considered superior to simulation
based training in tissue properties and anatomy (Takayesu, Peak, & Stearns, 2017) but cost
(thousands per cadaver plus transfer, storage and disposal costs) and availability (limited use per
cadaver) again constrain its application. Simulation based training improves speed and accuracy
of CTP (Chung, Kim, You, & Chung, 2016) when targeted to non-expert populations (Patel,
2008) but smaller gains by expert populations suggest a gap in fidelity for higher learners.
CTP is a dynamic and painful procedure that is often performed on conscious patients in
sever distress. Oftentimes the patient condition is so grave that the CTP is performed with no
anesthesia. It is a dynamic procedures that must compensate for the natural movement of the
ribs in the breathing cycle combined with instinctual self-preservation reactions such as
retraction and clenching of the abdominal muscles. To insert a chest tube, the patient is
positioned to expose the surgical area where the insertion site is selected and the skin is cut and
stretched open. A pair of forceps is used to blunt dissect or worm through the chest muscles
starting at the inferior section of the intercostal space proceeding in a superior direction while
boring deeper into the muscle. This creates a tissue flap that seals to the tube. Once resistance
from the pleura is encountered, the forceps are angled to blunt penetrate the pleura as close to 90
degrees as possible. Special care is required when piercing the pleura to avoid over penetration
4

and damage to the lungs. Laws specifically warns “Insertion of a chest tube should never be
performed with any substantial force since this risks sudden chest penetration and damage to
essential intrathoracic structures.”(Laws, Neville, & Duffy, 2003). Once the pleura is breached,
a finger is inserted into the hole to verify the location. This verification is painful and often
causes the patient to clench their ribs. If the patient is strong enough, the clenching of the ribs
can injure the caregiver’s hands. No synthetic or biologic training device accurately simulates
the dynamic nature of CTP. Improving the fidelity of the tissues is only one aspect of this
training that must be improved.
While medical simulation based training is effective (Davis et al., 2012), the training
device must be accurate enough to prevent negative training such as requiring harmful amounts
of force. Once pierced, a finger is inserted into the pleural cavity to verify the insertion path and
then the tube is placed and anchored with sutures. Since pleural puncture is the task that can
cause the most harm, it is the task of interest for this study.

Initial Work
The mechanical properties of three samples of canine visceral pleura from literature was
compared to mechanical properties of synthetic skin and pleura measured from two commercial
simulators (J. Norfleet, Fenoglietto, & Mazzeo, 2015). The initial intent was to compare
measured synthetic tissue data to measured human tissue data but human tissue data was
unavailable. The comparison showed that the calculated stress/strain curves of the simulated
tissues were radically different from biologic tissues from animals as can be seen in Figure 2.

5

Figure 2: Stress-Strain Curves of Synthetic Pleura and Canine Tissue(Norfleet, Fenoglietto, &
Mazzeo, 2015)

Mannequin 1 used double-layered plastic tape to simulate pleura. The tape, a stiffer
material by design, generated elevated stresses at small strains. Yielding around 5 MPa, the tape
continued to deform plastically until 80-90% strain. The biologic pleura did not stretch enough,
at 80-90% strain, to generate comparable stresses.
Mannequin 2 simulates pleura with a more ductile synthetic, allowing more deformation
at lower stresses. However, this synthetic material is hyper-elastic and stretched beyond the
testing limits (>300% strain). Figure 2 only shows data through 140-150% strain. Similar to the
pleura from the first mannequin, the material used for the mannequin 2 generated greater stresses
than the biological pleura, at smaller strains (J. Norfleet et al., 2015). Figure 2 also plots data
from excised canine visceral pleural tissue for comparison (J. Humphrey, Vawter, & Vito, 1986).
6

The constitutive models from 11 specimens were plotted using an experimental pseudo-elastic
formula. (J. D. Humphrey & Yin, 1987). Data from three of these samples are labeled as
Humphrey Pleura in Figure 2.
This early work also led to the use of Strain Energy (SE) as a method of comparing
behavior across materials (J. Norfleet et al., 2015). Figure 3 depicts the energy stored within the
sample throughout its deformation (Fung, 1993) which is equivalent to the work expended.
Figure 3 also illustrates the disparity in the energy required to deform synthetic pleura when
compared to biologic pleura. In this example, the materials chosen to simulate pleura require
three orders of magnitude, 107 𝐽𝐽 vs 104 𝐽𝐽, more work to fracture than biologic pleura.

Figure 3: Strain Energy Plot for Synthetic Pleura and Biological Tissue Data (J. Norfleet et al.,
2015)
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The preliminary work in this area shows that there are significant differences between the
mechanical properties of biological and synthetic pleura (J. Norfleet et al., 2016). These
discrepancies raise the possibility that current materials used to train tube thoracostomy
procedures may be dissimilar enough from human tissues to introduce negative training.
Negative training in medicine is especially egregious if it can cause harm to the patient, such as
using too much force to blunt penetrate the parietal pleura. Further experimentation is warranted
to better understand the gap between the performance of simulated and measured human parietal
pleura and its effect on student performance.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Mechanical Behaviors of Soft Tissue
Biologic soft tissues and their mechanical behaviors are complex and difficult to model.
Most tissues are non-homogeneous, anisotropic and they react nonlinearly to external forces.
Most soft tissues consist primarily of collagen and elastin proteins in various concentrations and
structural configurations. The ratios between these proteins significantly influence the
mechanical behaviors of the tissue (Holzapfel, 2001).
Collagen
The collagen protein forms long fibers and is a primary building block of soft tissue and
its rough alignment significantly affects the behavior of soft tissues when reacting to force. The
greater the alignment of the collagen fibers, the greater the anisotropic effect. Biologic soft
tissues become stronger and stiffer parallel to the collagen fibers (Holzapfel, 2001). Collagen
has been categorized into more than twelve types with type I being present in all soft tissues
(Nimni & Harkness, 1988). The diameter of the different types varies and it appears to be
dependent on the strength requirements of the tissue in question. For example, tendons are
typically composed of the thickest fibers, strongly aligned, and in concentrations more than 20
times that of elastin (Holzapfel, 2001). Conversely, weaker tissues such as adipose contain
higher concentrations of elastin when compared to collagen and the collagen fibers are poorly
aligned.

9

Elastin and Proteoglycans
Elastin proteins form long flexible molecules that combine with proteoglycans to bind the
collagen fibers in a 3-dimensional matrix. Elastin molecules stretch and compress linearly and
they relax at a much smaller rate when compared to collagen (Holzapfel, 2001). The
proteoglycans contribute viscous lubrication between the various fibers and their shear properties
directly influence viscoelastic behaviors by relaxing or creeping under stress (Minns, Soden, &
Jackson, 1973). The bonds between the elastin molecules and the collagens fibers are much
weaker than the collagen fibers themselves resulting in anisotropic reactions to stress.

Available Data
To create more realistic medical simulations, it is important to identify the critical tissues
and understand their desired behaviors. The medical procedure involves the tissues such as skin,
trachea and cricothyroid membrane for inserting surgical airways. The behaviors are identified
by the interactions between the tissue and tool which include stretching, cutting, piercing,
tearing, blunt dissection and blunt puncture to name a few. To accurately simulate these
interactions, the forces that govern them must be understood. Data driven models will require
these forces to mathematically describe the behaviors and their limits.
While the concept is simple enough, the difficulties of gathering and testing any type of
human tissue are not trivial with the availability of donated human tissues being the greatest
limiting factor. Body donation rates are so low that nations such as Canada are considering
financial incentives to improve donor rates (Gill et al., 2014). Since the highest priority for
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donated tissue is for organ transplant, the amount human tissue available for scientific study is
limited and costly.
Because of the difficulty in obtaining and maintaining human tissues for research, many
attempts at characterizing biological materials, involve animal tissues. Studies related to pleura
concentrated on the visceral pleura of the lung. Methods have been developed to improve the
measurement of the shear modulus of tissues using excised dog, pig and horse visceral pleura
(Hajji, Wilson, & Lai-Fook, 1979). Many of the viscoelastic properties of visceral pleura and
measured their effects on the movement of dog lungs have already been studied. (J. Humphrey et
al., 1986; Stamenovic, 1984; Suki & Hantos, 1992). Though important, properties of the visceral
pleura are not as applicable to training because medical providers avoid interacting with the lung
itself for fear of causing additional harm.

Parietal pleura, however, is typically categorized as a

tissue that must be excised to get to the real health problem (Glazer et al., 1985), or tissue that
must be repaired due to injury (Reynolds & Davis, 1966).
Since the mechanical properties of parietal pleura have not been studied the literature
relating to skin was reviewed to understand the scope and types of data that are typically
collected. Human skin is also difficult to obtain so scientists studied animal skins to better
understand the properties of all skins. Canine skin has been characterized through uniaxial
extension tests on intact dog cadavers (Bismuth et al., 2014). Rabbit skin was used to develop
correction factors of anisotropic errors introduced by tissue fibers not being aligned with the
direction of force (Jacobs, Cortes, Vresilovic, & Elliott, 2013). Porcine (pig) skin was studied to
characterize the directional behaviors of the tissue in order to further the development of
mechanical test and analysis protocols (Bian et al., 2014).
11

As the science of characterizing tissues progresses, animal tissues are still vital in
developing procedures and protocols. However, as more human tissue performance applications
are identified, such as simulation, implantable artificial tissues, lab grown human tissues, printed
human tissues, burn care, etc., the need to better understand tissue behaviors increases.
This need has driven many small-scale studies that support the practice of
xenotransplantation, where animal tissues are transplanted into humans. A common example of
xenotransplantation is the replacement of human heart valves with animal (porcine and bovine)
valves. The studies in this area are narrowly focused and with small sample sizes, usually less
than twenty (Azadani et al., 2012; Jacobs et al., 2013; Pham & Sun, 2012). Orthopedics are
another example, where animal ligaments replace ruptured human examples (Stone, AbdelMotal, Walgenbach, Turek, & Galili, 2007). Regardless, these studies support a single treatment
rather than broad applications like modeling and simulation. Broad characterization of human
tissues is still years away.
In the studies above, cadaver tissues from animals and humans were characterized and
sometimes compared. Medical procedures are performed on live human patients. Understanding
in vivo (Latin for “within the living”) tissue properties is a growing area of study. One of the
most studied in vivo tissues is human skin. In vivo skin studies are typically non-invasive with
minimal or no touching. (Liang & Boppart, 2010; Luebberding, Krueger, & Kerscher, 2014;
Wood, Soldin, Shaw, & Szarko, 2014). Because of the non-invasive nature of the studies, failure
criteria are missing, which is critical for modeling fracture mechanics in invasive medical
procedures. Some aging effect studies do touch the skin inducing minor indentations while
others analyze detailed photos of the skin surface. (Boyer et al., 2012; Edwards & Marks, 1995;
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Gerhardt, Lenz, Spencer, Muenzer, & Derler, 2009; Liang & Boppart, 2010; Pailler-Mattei, Bec,
& Zahouani, 2008). The measured characteristics are often limited and do not translate to
procedures where the tissue is breached.
The mechanical properties of biological tissues have been studied for many years.
Unfortunately, each of these areas of study has significant flaws when applied to the application
of military medical simulation. Animal tissues are not directly applicable to human anatomy and
data do not exist in large enough quantities to build reliable translational models. Human
cadaver studies are naturally skewed toward elderly and sick subjects because of availability.
Yet military medicine is practiced on young and previously healthy patients usually suffering
from trauma. Lastly, narrow, deep studies of single tissues fail to characterize the spectrum of
tissues and structures involved with most trauma treatment.

Military Tissue Characterization
The Army Research Laboratory (ARL), the University of Washington (UW) and the
University of Minnesota (UMN) are characterizing fresh human cadaver tissues in large numbers
(Sweet & Norfleet, 2014). The first step in this process is to identify medical procedures of
interest. These procedures are chosen using a crowd sourcing technique that gathers opinions
from military and civilian medical providers and trainers. These procedures are ranked based on
the number of times they are mentioned in a broadly transmitted survey. The top ranked
procedures are then consolidated and provided to an advisory committee comprised of military
medical providers, simulation users, and engineers developing medical simulations. Each person
on the committee divides a bank of 1000 points across their most important procedures. The
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point system mitigates strong personalities being able to influence the committee during a single
up or down vote. The procedures are then arranged based on their point values (Sweet &
Norfleet, 2014).
Rigorous Cognitive Task Analyses (CTAs) are conducted to determine which tissues and
which behaviors are the most important for training. The CTAs are conducted at UW involving
both traditional and nontraditional providers to describe the key behaviors and cues that indicate
proper on improper performance of the procedure. For example, in the case of airway
management, traditional experts would include anesthesiologists, ear/nose/throat physicians,
paramedics and combat medics. Nontraditional providers might include pediatricians, dentists
and CPR instructors. The goal is to document the important tissue behaviors from a broad range
of perspectives.
The product of the CTA is a ranked list of tissues of interest. Requests are then submitted
to tissue banks in Seattle and Minneapolis with special considerations attached. These
considerations ensure that data collected from the tissues will be applicable to the targeted
population; military medical trainees. Samples tested to date are illustrated in Figure 4
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Figure 4: Tissue Samples Tested Feb 2016 (Sweet & Norfleet, 2014)
One universal consideration in the study is that only fresh cadaver tissues are used.
Samples are gathered within 72 hours of death from unprocessed cadavers in order to minimize
the natural degradation of the tissues. This consideration minimizes tissue decay which can
significantly alter the test results (Sweet & Norfleet, 2014).
To minimize the bias toward sick and elderly subjects, samples are prioritized from
subjects who could have served in the military based on age, health, and body mass index. These
considerations significantly limit the population of prospective donors, see Figure 5, but they are
necessary to ensure that the data are applicable to the target population. Occasionally, samples
are offered that are not on the prioritized list, i.e. organs removed for transplant that were not
viable. If the lab has the testing capacity, these ad hoc tissues are accepted and are subject to the
same test protocols. This acceptance also applies to tissues from donors outside of the desired
considerations, as long as test capacity is available. All tissues are cataloged with the
demographics of the donor. No personally identifiable information is attached to the database.
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Figure 5: Tissue Donors Feb 2016 (Sweet & Norfleet, 2014)
A second advisory group comprised of clinicians, simulation experts, engineers, and
materials experts then define what data are required to adequately describe the desired tissue
behaviors. These data guide the development of test protocols above and beyond the standard
tests. The standard tests include uniaxial and biaxial tensile testing, and optical, thermal and
electrical characterization. Examples of additional test procedures include puncture, incision,
suturing, and compression testing. At the completion of the second advisory group’s
collaboration, the research plan for the year, including tissue types, test protocols, and
publications is consolidated and approved by the project team (Sweet & Norfleet, 2014).
As samples arrive, they are dissected into individual tissue types and are then subjected to
the standard characterization tests and to any additional tests defined in the research plan. The
goal is to build the broadest database of standard human tissue characteristics through the
application of industry standard test protocols while ensuring the collection of specialized data
identified by the CTA. With enough samples, this data should produce statistically significant
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performance measures for each individual tissue. The UW and UMN efforts are being conducted
under the willed body and human tissue donation protocols of each respective medical school
with secondary oversight being provided by ARL.

Dozens and soon hundreds of tissues will be

tested under this study, but this review is limited to studies involving parietal pleura.
The Army is not the only service interested in developing better tissues for simulation.
The U.S. Air Force released a Capability Development Document (CDD) for the Air Force
Medical Modeling and Simulation Training (AFFMAST) program. An approved CDD is
significant because it identifies resources while establishing a priority for development and
acquisition. More importantly, it attaches a funding line to the effort (Carroll, 2012).
Additionally, the approval of this document by the Air Force Surgeon General elevates the
importance of tissue characterization efforts applied to training.

Standard Tests
Each tissue type is subjected to a standard set of mechanical, optical, electrical, and
thermal test protocols. This effort focuses on mechanical properties of human tissues tested to
ASTM International test methods for elastic materials (Standard Test Methods for Vulcanized
Rubber and Thermoplastic Elastomers - Tension, 2013). Stress and strain measures are recorded
at a very low strain rate (2% strain per second) to reduce viscoelastic effects (Darvish &
Crandall, 2001; Doehring, Carew, & Vesely, 2004; Ewoldt, Hosoi, & McKinley, 2008; Holt,
Tripathi, & Morgan, 2008). Ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and maximum stretch length are
also recorded and maximum stretch ratio (𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ) and strain energy are calculated for comparison.
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Uniaxial Tension Tests to Failure
Uniaxial tension testing is a common method that is still useful in biological material
testing. (Annaidh, Bruyere, Destrade, Gilchrist, & Ottenio, 2012; Bismuth et al., 2014;
Faturechi, Karimi, Hashemi, & Navidbakhsh, 2014; Jacobs et al., 2013). However, given the
difficulties introduced by the anisotropic and hyper elastic nature of biological materials,
uniaxial tensile testing is best reserved for fracture force measurements on samples where the
alignment of the collagen fibers is known. Alignment of the samples occurs in two basic ways.
The first aligns the axis of interest with an anatomical structure. For parietal pleura, one set of
samples was excised with the long axis parallel to the ribs (RIB), and a second set was excised
orthogonal to the ribs (CROSS). This is the most consistent method for this type of tissue
because it is affixed to a rigid structure and is easily repeatable.
Tissues not aligned with obvious anatomic structures such as skin, require additional
testing to identify the axis of maximum stress. For skin, the orientation of the fibers was
determined using notional mapping markers called Langer lines as seen in Figure 6. The
directions of the lines were determined by cutting a circular wound in the skin of a cadaver
(Carmichael, 2014). Natural tensions change the shape of the incision to an ellipse with the long
axis pointing in the direction of the collagen fibers. This method is an accurate method of
mapping the fibers to ensure proper alignment (Carmichael, 2014).
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Figure 6: Langer Lines
For tissues not aligned with anatomic structures, biaxial tension tests are performed to
identify the axis of maximum stress. Uniaxial samples are then excised both parallel to and
perpendicular to the experimentally derived axis. The number of samples from each donation is
dependent on the size of the donation and on procedure based tests.
The standard test sample form for uniaxial tension to failure testing is the dogbone shape
as shown in Figure 7. The dogbone is appropriate for this application, as tissue tends to separate
or slip at the clamps giving inaccurate results. This shape concentrates the forces on the smaller
cross section encouraging failure in the middle of the sample (Smith, 2013).

Figure 7: Uniaxial Dogbone Sample
The dogbone shape was used in uniaxial tension testing of skin excised from the back of
nine different cadavers (Annaidh et al., 2012). However, the youngest subject was 81 years old
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when they died and the oldest was 97 years old. Figure 8 illustrates the sampling procedure used
in the study. This study also reinforces many of the issues mentioned above; small sample size
skewed toward older populations and sample orientation based on approximations on the
anatomy. The results identify inter-subject, and sample orientation variances, but the application
to simulation is limited.

Figure 8: Tissue Sampling (Annaidh et al., 2012)
Figure 9 illustrates a standard uniaxial test setup with the sample viewed from the top.
The tissues are tested in a saline bath held at a constant temperature of 37℃ to maintain many of
the characteristics of live tissue. Both actuators induce stress and their displacements are
automatically recorded by the control unit. The actuator on the left is equipped with a load cell
that measures the stress which is also automatically recorded. Laser micrometers measure the
width and thickness of the neck portion of the sample as it proceeds through the test. This
uniaxial test setup us used by ARL and the University of Washington used to populate the DoD
database. (Sweet & Norfleet, 2014).
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Figure 9: Uniaxial Basic Setup (Sweet & Norfleet, 2014)
Biaxial Tests
Biaxial testing is the preferred method to measure the stress/strain behaviors of
anisotropic, hyper-elastic, non-linear materials. It is suggested that planar biaxial testing is more
thorough, accurate and repeatable (Bian et al., 2014; Jacobs et al., 2013). A high performance
planar biaxial test set with independent actuators and video extensometer is shown in Figure 10.
By selecting independent actuators, the system doubles its stroke length which is important for
tensile testing hyper elastic materials. The tub holds a temperature controlled saline solution that
ensures tissue consistency and integrity. The video tracking optical markers is an accepted
method for measuring strain in multiple dimensions as loads are applied. (Jacobs et al., 2013).
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Figure 10: Planar Biaxial Test Set with Video Extensometer
Biaxial testing requires more complex sample preparation, fixtures and data collection
than uniaxial tension to failure testing. Typical shapes for biaxial testing used to be thin squares
but they evolved into the more standard cruciform shape as shown in
Figure 11. Much work has been done in optimizing the cruciform test shape to test
metals (Makinde, Thibodeau, & Neale, 1992; Shiratori & Ikegami, 1968) and composite
materials (Gower & Shaw, 2010; Welsh & Adams, 2002). The cruciform shape is the standard
for biaxial texting because the edges of the sample are free to move outside of the direction of
stress (Bian et al., 2014). Given the anisotropic behavior of biological tissues caused by the
tendency of the collagen fibers to condense during stress, constraining the natural motion of the
edges impacts the accuracy of the strain measurements. Hooks and thread were proposed for
mounting tissue samples during biaxial studies of rabbit skin as seen in
Figure 11. (Jacobs et al., 2013).
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Figure 11: Hook and Thread Cruciform Mounting
Since the tests are not performed to sample failure, the hooks allow independent, accurate
directional forces to be applied while freeing the edges to move lateral to those forces. In earlier
testing, the collagen fibers were carefully aligned with the x-axis (Jacobs et al., 2013). With
modern, computer controlled test equipment, this alignment is less critical as video tracking
precisely identifies of the direction of maximum strain (Jacobs et al., 2013). This doesn’t mean
that alignment of the sample is irrelevant; it merely relieves alignment difficulties of the past.
Testing with hooks does introduce risk and complicate the test setup. Biohazard
precautions must be employed to prevent the possible transmission of disease. The small size of
the samples, their relative toughness, tiny ultra-sharp hooks and large numbers of samples all
contribute to an increase in biohazard risk and decrease in precision. To mitigate these factors, a
search for enhanced cruciform test shapes that can be grasped in standard grips was conducted.
The test cruciform has evolved since its inception. The dimensions were studied in an
attempt to optimize the uniformity of stress and strain in the central region of the sample
(Makinde et al., 1992). This led to the investigation of alternate shapes which ended with slotted
cruciform samples. This new cruciform shape is tested with standard grips instead of the fussy
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hooks and thread (Hayhurst, 1973; Kelly, 1976). Subsequently, the geometry of the slotted
cruciform was optimized as seen in Figure 11 where 𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓 = 2.0𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, 𝑎𝑎 = 4.2𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, 𝑏𝑏 =

4.2𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, 𝑑𝑑 = 4.2𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, 𝐿𝐿 = 8.6𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, ℎ𝜎𝜎 = 12.8𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, ℎ𝜆𝜆 = 16.2𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (Zhao et al., 2014).

Figure 12: Slotted Arm Cruciform Shape (Zhao et al., 2014)

Tissue Simulants
Modern human tissue simulants have primarily been used to evaluate protective
equipment and to predict ballistic performance. In the early 80s, bullet wounding studies were
conducted using 10% ballistic gel maintained at 4℃ (Fackler, 1984; Fackler, Bellamy, &

Malinowski, 1988; Fackler & Malinowski, 1985). This gel formula simulates the density and
hydration of human muscle tissue and it was one of the first materials to display the temporary
stretch cavity created by high speed projectiles passing through hyper elastic materials, see
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Figure 13. This formula has become the standard for measuring the performance of modern
expanding projectiles ("Ballistics gel block (FBI size)," 2013).

Figure 13: Ballistic Gel (Johnston, 2010)
Ballistic gel provides consistent performance which is necessary for comparing the
terminal ballistics. While the consistency of a single material surrogate is appropriate for
ballistic testing; it lacks the realism necessary for training medical interactions with structures
composed of multi-layered materials. As human tissue models grow in complexity, it is
predicted that synthetic and computational multi tissue models will mutually validate each other
and provide more confidence in future research (Payne, Mitchell, & Bibb, 2013). There are also
calls to focus on skin and adipose surrogates and for the development of multi-material human
soft tissue simulants to predict injuries while testing sports protective equipment (Payne,
Mitchell, Bibb, & Waters, 2015). Wound simulations, both physical and virtual, stand to benefit
greatly as accurate, validated human tissue performance data informs the formulations and
calculations.
One limitation of wound models is that they only measure compressive forces. For
medical procedures compression is important, but tension and shear are equally important.
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Models based on human tissue data must be translated into comprehensive performance
requirements that address compression, tension and shear as well as behaviors required for
incision, resection, and blunt penetration. They should also be translatable to material recipes.
Various grades of silicone have already been formulated to meet tensile and compressive
responses of human skin taken from published stress/strain curves (Elango, Faudzi, Hassan, &
Rusydi, 2014; Payne et al., 2015).

Understanding Parietal Pleura
It is hypothesized that stress/strain curves and fracture mechanics from large numbers of
human tissue samples, from the same area of the body, from subjects of similar age and health as
close to the time of death as possible, will more accurately describe the desired performance of
simulated tissues. A systematic series of experiments will be required to test this hypothesis.
This process has been started with the first tissue of interest being parietal pleura.
The materials used to simulate parietal in medical training devices is of particular interest
in the DoD simulation community (Barocas et al., 2016; J. Norfleet et al., 2015). It was selected
as for several reasons. First, pleura is the last tissue breached when performing needle chest
decompression and tube thoracostomy; two blind medical procedures in TC3 (Junker et al.,
2014; Kotwal et al., 2011). Most thoracic trauma simulators use single and multi-layer materials
to simulate pleura behaviors. (Barocas et al., 2016). Second, it is critical to learning as it
produces the haptic “pop” that indicates entry into the pleural cavity. Third, parietal pleura
provides the primary resistive force preventing entry into the pleural cavity so it must be
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accounted for in task simulations of invasive thoracic procedures. For these reasons, pleura is a
critical tissue for military medical training.

Data Collection and Processing
As mentioned above, tissue collection and testing is progressing with parietal pleura
being a high priority tissue. After a sufficient number of samples are tested, the data are
analyzed and translated into terms that can be used as performance requirements. The equations
for analyzing the data are validated and documented. Table 1 shows the initial set of
characteristics being considered as performance descriptors for existing and future simulated
tissues. Uniaxial data was selected for these analyses because fracture mechanics are the
primary characteristics of interest. Biaxial testing would be more appropriate for tissues being
tested short of failure.

Table 1 - Tissue Characteristic Computations (Barocas et al., 2016)
Definition
Stretch
Ratio
GreenLagrange
Strain
First Piola
Kirchhoff
Stress
Cauchy
Stress
Strain
Energy

Equation

Description

l
λ=� f�
lo

1
E= � � �λ2 -1�
2
T=�

f
�
Acs

σ= �
= Tλ

f
�
acs

𝑊𝑊 = ∫ 𝑇𝑇 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Numerical relation between the final length (lf ) and the
initial length (lo ).
Most publications present deformation using the GreenLagrange strain equation. This iteration of strain
calculation reduces mathematical artifacts caused by
rotations.
The First Piola Kirchhoff stress (T) is specific to a force
applied over the cross-section area of an un-deformed
sample (Acs ).
Cauchy stress describes a force applied over the cross
section of a deformed sample (acs ).
Calculated work needed to deform the sample.
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A comparison was made of data from controlled uniaxial tests of both synthetic and
cadaver parietal pleura tissues as applied to thoracostomy training. (Barocas et al., 2016).
Ultimate tensile strength (UTS) is defined as the First Piola-Kirchoff (PK1) stress at failure.
Maximum stretch ratio (𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ) is defined as the final sample length divided by the initial length.
Strain energy (W) is defined as the area under the stress/strain curve. Each of these parameters
was extracted while graphing representative data samples as seen in Figure 14 and Figure 15.

Figure 14: Characteristic of a Sample of Human Parietal Pleura (Barocas et al., 2016)
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Figure 15: Characteristics of a Sample of Simulated Parietal Pleura (Barocas et al., 2016)

Differences in the shapes of the curves and in the stresses and stretch ratios indicate that
the simulated parietal pleura is not similar to the human parietal pleura. The 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , of the

synthetic in Figure 15 is nearly double that of the human tissue in Figure 14. In addition to
differences in elasticity, the, UTS of the synthetic is over six times that of the human tissue.
These synthetic behaviors differ from their biological counterparts on a scale likely introduce

negative training of the critical skill of entering the pleura in a controlled fashion (Davis et al.,
2013).
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A statistical comparison of the three factors was performed using the raw human
and synthetic data from five different simulators as seen in Figure 16. The hypotheses were as
follows; 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 , 𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝜆𝜆𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 , 𝑊𝑊𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝑊𝑊𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 . A two sided t-test was performed with a
95% confidence interval (Barocas et al., 2016). The graph in Figure 16 shows that only two
parameters of two simulators were similar enough that the hypotheses could not be rejected.
None of the simulated pleura were statistically similar in more than one measure.

Figure 16: Parameter Comparison Synthetic vs Human Parietal Pleura
The goals of the tissue database project are to gather human tissue characteristics,
compare them to existing simulants, develop performance requirements for future simulants,
validate compliance with the performance requirements, and then compare the performance of
the simulated tissue against human tissues when subjected to the medical procedure. A stepwise
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process, see Table 2, toward achieving these goals for parietal pleura was proposed as a test case
of the tissue database project (Barocas et al., 2016).

Table 2 - Tissue Characterization Strategy (Barocas et al., 2016)
Step
1
2
3
4
5
6

Description
Perform controlled mechanical test on cadaveric tissue samples
Extract specific parameters that characterize the tissue properties
Perform procedure relevant mechanical tests on other samples of the same tissue
Construct a finite-element model of the additional experiment and assess whether the
model predictions are acceptably close to the new results
If so, perform a sensitivity study to determine what range of material properties values
would produce similar results
Use the properties to define the specification window for design of the synthetics

The summary curve in Figure 17 was also proposed to communicate the design
parameters where E2 is the tangent modulus taken at 50% to 80% of UTS, and where E2 crosses
the x axis is defined as 𝜆𝜆𝑡𝑡 or the transition stretch. Strain energy, W, is the area under the curve.
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Figure 17: Summary Analysis of Tissue Data (Barocas et al., 2016)

It is proposed that a plot similar to Figure 17 be released as a performance requirement
for the development of synthetic and virtual tissues for future medical simulations. It should be
noted that there is an error in the units in Figure 17 as originally published. The stress on the yaxis was published as KPa instead of MPa. This error was carried through various publications
that built on the work but was identified during this literature review. It has been corrected in
this study.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
Mechanical tissue data is only useful if it can accurately describe the desired
performance. The hypotheses that will be tested are as follows:
•

H1: Gaps exist between synthetic and human pleura performance.

•

H2: Human tissue fracture mechanics define desired performance of synthetic tissues.

•

H3: Synthetic and human tissues with similar stress/strain parameters will behave
similarly when blunt punctured.

Synthetic materials will be formulated to meet stress/strain parameters derived from
uniaxial tests. If the blunt penetration results are similar between the synthetic and human
tissues, then it will be an indication that UTS, 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , E2, and Energy define a basic performance
envelope that translates to a specific medical procedure. However, if the blunt penetration

results are dissimilar, then additional measures must be defined to properly describe simulated
tissue behaviors.

Sample Collection and Preparation
Cadaver pleura donations were acquired through the American Donor Services and
cleared by the appropriate safety institutions at the University of Minnesota. The donations were
collected within 96 hours post mortem and were stored in phosphate-buffered saline (10x
concentration) until tested. Donor demographics are listed in Table 3. Each donation was cut
into dogbone shape samples as seen in Figure 18 where 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛 = 10mm ± 2mm and 𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛 = 5mm ±

0.5mm (Barocas et al., 2016). The neck thickness was also measured and recorded to calculate
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the neck cross sectional area. The number of samples per donation varied dependent on the size
of donation. Samples were excised either parallel to the ribs (RIB) or perpendicular to the rib
(CROSS) (Barocas et al., 2016). Samples were then mounted between two BOSE ElectroForce
LM1 motors and submerged in a saline solution maintained at a constant temperature of 37°C as
shown in Figure 19. Out of the 230 samples of pleura tested, many were rejected because of
donor age or test problems such as grip slippage.

Table 3 - Donor Demographics
Donor Age 𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 n RIB
A
33
7
6
B
47
3
3
C
28
2
2
D
28
5
3
E
46
2
2
F
49
2
2
G
38
3
3
H
47
2
2
Totals
26
23

Figure 18: Tissue Sample Shape (Barocas et al., 2016)
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Uniaxial Test Protocol
The dogbone samples, both human and synthetic, were subjected to a standard uniaxial
test protocol until failure. Twenty (20) pre-conditioning cycles were performed at 20% strain
using triangular wave forms to reduce viscoelastic effects. The samples were then stretched to
failure with a strain rate of 1% of the initial sample length (𝑙𝑙0 ) which is defined as the distance

between the clamps at t0. A low strain rate was selected to further reduce the viscoelastic creep
exhibited by most biological tissues under load (Fung, 1993; J. Humphrey et al., 1986). The
loading response was measured by a 50lb load cell which was synchronized with the native
displacement recorded by the ElectroForce motors. Load and displacement were recorded ten
(10) times per second and automatically saved to a test results file for post processing. (Barocas
et al., 2016).

Figure 19: Human Sample Uniaxial Test
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MATLAB scripts were used to extract and analyze the data from the test result files.
UTS and 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 were calculated for each sample and compared for each orientation to detect
anisotropy. Performance envelopes were then defined for each parameter.

Synthetic Material Prototyping
Prototype and off the shelf polymers were molded in custom trays, see Figure 20, that
were 3D printed for this application. After curing, they were subjected to uniaxial failure tests,
Figure 21, and compared against the performance envelope. Some of the polymers were
reformulated to adjust performance and then retested. Polymers that performed within the
envelope were subjected to blunt puncture testing.

Figure 20: Dogbone Molding Tray
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Figure 21: Synthetic Sample Uniaxial Test
Blunt Puncture Test Station
A blunt puncture test station was assembled to evaluate the performance of samples
during the medical procedure. The puncture test station consists of a two Velmex XSlideTM
linear slide assemblies, one with a manual screw drive, and the other with a stepper motor. The
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

maximum speed of the motor is 900 rpm and it advances the tool 0.025 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 when converted
𝑚𝑚

to meters results in a displacement speed 0.001 𝑠𝑠 . The tool head was fitted with a 50lb load cell
and the straight tip from a pair of ten-inch forceps, see Figure 22. The same forceps were used
for all of the puncture tests.
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Figure 22: Puncture Test Station
The tip of the forceps surface area was measured by using the tip to stamp paint dots on a
semisoft surface and, scanning the dots and measuring the area with AutoCAD, Figure 23. Ten
dots were measured with a mean of 0.027 in2 or 0.0000174 m2. This measure was calculated to
convert force readings into stress values.
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Figure 23: Forceps Tip Surface Area
A puncture test fixture was fabricated to hold the samples fixed across the top and
bottom edges while leaving the side edges free to move see Figure 24 to simulate attachment to
human ribs. The spacing between the ribs is adjustable.

Figure 24: Puncture Test Fixture with Human Sample
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Rib spacing measures were taken from anatomic images used to develop the torso of a
medical mannequin prototype. These measures ranged from 10 to 15.7mm as seen in Figure 25.
Because the images were taken after exhale the measures represent the smaller end of the
dynamic scale. Further research revealed a study of the anatomy of 47 patients to determine
patient risk by plotting the exposure of the intercostal arteries during chest tube placement. This
analyses resulted in an average intercostal space of 22.1mm (Helm, Rahman, Talakoub, Fox, &
Gleeson, 2013). For this effort, the test fixture spacing was set to 22mm.

Figure 25: Intercostal Space Measures
To fully utilize the very limited number of samples, multiple punctures were performed
along the length of the puncture test fixture. Punctures were annotated with demographic and
anatomic location such as left or right samples and on rib or between ribs.
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Puncture Test Protocol
The cadaver samples were acquired through Life Center Northwest and cleared by the
appropriate human cadaver use and safety institutions at the University of Washington, see
Figure 26. Department of Defense human use approval was also obtained. Live human subjects
were not involved so IRB approval is not required. The donations were processed and stored
under the same protocols as the uniaxial samples. The pleura was then excised from the
donation in sheets for testing see Figure 27.

Figure 26: Puncture Test Donation
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Figure 27: Blunt Puncture Pleura Sample

Synthetic puncture samples were molded in custom trays to produce sheets of known
thickness as seen in Figure 28. The custom synthetics were cured based on the expertise of the
material experts that formulated them. The off the shelf synthetics were cured according to
manufacturer instructions. Both types then proceeded to puncture tests.
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Figure 28: Synthetic Sample and Molding Tray

Samples, human and synthetic, were mounted and pre-tensioned in the puncture test
fixture. Early work in muscle tissue measured resting in vivo tension at 60-75% of the natural
length of muscle fibers (Hill, 1949). Since pleura tension is dynamic in the breathing cycle and
measures of resting tension were not found in the literature, a standard tension was applied. For
The samples were pre-tensioned by tightening the clamp closest to the robot column and then
hanging a 567-gm weight from the free end of the sample before securing the other clamp as
seen in Figure 24. This ensured a flat surface and consistent starting tension.
Once mounted, each sample was punctured as many times as the sample size allowed, see
Figure 29 and Figure 30. If enough material remained, it was remounted for another row of
punctures. This process was repeated until all viable real estate was exhausted. Force and time
data were recorded ten times per second and saved for post-processing.
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Figure 29: Human Sample Puncture

Figure 30: Synthetic Sample Puncture
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS
Human Tissue Uniaxial Tension Results
Twenty-three samples (𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ) were successfully tested to failure in the RIB orientation and

twenty-six samples (𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ) in the CROSS orientation. The stress strain plots of each included

sample are shown in Figure 31 and in Figure 32. Dashed lines indicate sample failure in the neck
area while solid lines show a failure to fail. Red lines identify samples from the right side of the
body while blue indicates samples from the left. The variation in the plots shows that high
standard deviations in both stretch ratio and UTS can be expected.

Figure 31: RIB Orientation, Less Than 50 Years Old
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Figure 32: CROSS Orientation, Less than 50 Years Old
Performance Envelopes
Means (𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 , 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ) and standard deviations (𝜎𝜎𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 , 𝜎𝜎𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ) were calculated for those

samples that successfully failed in the neck region without showing signs of clamp slippage.
Statistical analyses were performed using Microsoft Excel 2007 and IBM SPSS Statistics
Version 24. A power analysis was performed to determine the number of samples required to
compare the different human tissue orientations and materials. Selecting a significance of α =
0.10 given the exploratory nature of the experiment, a power of 0.80 reducing the risk of type I
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and II errors to 25% combined, and a large effect size which should be detectable to unaided
novice humans (Ayaz et al., 2012) and comparing the means of each criteria (UTS, 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , and

W) dependent upon their distribution of their data (Barocas et al., 2016) results in a requirement
of 𝑛𝑛 = 20. Since at least twenty samples were available for each anatomic orientation, the
experiment was feasible.

UTS Performance
UTS was tested for normal distributions and for outliers. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
resulted in a non-significant result (p>0.05) indicating a normal distribution as seen in Table 4.

Table 4 - UTS Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test for Normality
Statistic
𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

.173
.276

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Sig.

8

.200

8

.073

A paired T-Test detected no anisotropy in UTS based on orientation. A non-significant
result (p>0.05), see Table 5, indicates that there is no significant difference in UTS based on
orientation. The absence of significant anisotropy in UTS resulted in a single design envelope
for UTS. All of the samples (n = 49) were used to define the performance envelope in Table 11.

Table 5 - UTS Paired Samples T-Test
Paired Differences
95% Confidence Interval of the Difference
Pair 1
𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 - 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

Upper
.81992
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t
-.100

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
7

Sig. (2-tailed)
.923

Table 6 - UTS Performance Parameters
Parameter

UTS

𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 (MPa)

1.14

𝜎𝜎𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢

0.88

Stretch Ratio (λ) Performance
The mean stretch ratio 𝑥𝑥𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 for each orientation was calculated and tested for normal

distributions and for outliers. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test in the CROSS direction resulted in
a significant result (p<0.05) indicating a non-normal distribution as seen in Table 7 with outliers
as seen in Figure 33. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test in the RIB direction resulted in a nonsignificant result (p>0.05) indicating a normal distribution. The test was rerun with the outlier
removed from the CROSS direction and its pair removed from the RIB direction. This resulted
in a significant result (p<0.05) in both directions, see Table 8, indicating non-normal
distributions which requires a non-parametric analysis.

Table 7 - Stretch Ratio Orientation Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test for Normality

𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝜆𝜆𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

Statistic
.345
.268

48

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
8
8

Sig.
.006
.095

Figure 33: Confidence Interval with Outliers for 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

Table 8 - Stretch Ratio Kolmogorov-Smirnov Normality Test with Outliers Removed

𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝜆𝜆𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

Statistic
.368
.427

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
8
8

Sig.
.002
.000

The non-normal distribution of 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 indicated a non-parametric Wilcox Signed Ranks

Test to determine isotropy. The Wilcox significant result (p<0.05) detected anisotropy between
the two orientations as seen in Table 9. Performance parameters 𝑥𝑥 and σ were calculated for λ in

each orientation as seen in Table 10.
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Table 9 - Wilcox Signed Ranks Test λ
𝜆𝜆𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 - 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

-2.366b
.018

Table 10 - λ Performance Parameters
𝑥𝑥𝜆𝜆𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 1.47

𝑥𝑥𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 1.67

𝜎𝜎𝜆𝜆𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 0.24

𝜎𝜎𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 0.58

Final Performance Envelopes
Performance envelopes (n=48, age < 50 years old) of 𝑥𝑥 ± 𝜎𝜎 were calculated for UTS and

for 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 to define a 70% solution. A greater than 70% solution was not feasible given the large

σ in relation to x̅. The data in Table 6 and Table 10 resulted in envelopes of 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 = 1.14 ±

0.88 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀, 𝜆𝜆𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 1.47 ± 0.24 and 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 1.76 ± 0.58. Since the performance envelope for

𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 fully encompasses 𝜆𝜆𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 , they were combined into a single performance envelope for

stretch ratio as shown in Table 11 (J. E. Norfleet, Stern, & Bai, 2017). Otherwise, it would be
impossible to differentiate between the orientations.

Table 11 - Synthetic Pleura Uniaxial Performance Parameters
Parameter
UTS (MPa)
𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝑥𝑥 ± 𝜎𝜎
1.14±0.88
1.76±0.58

Range
0.26 – 2.02
1.18 – 2.34

Large standard deviations are symptomatic of the natural variances found in biological
tissues and of the small number of samples. As n increases, x̅ should more closely approximate
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the population mean and the σ should shrink. When higher precision is required, a significantly
greater number of samples will be required.

Existing Commercial Simulators
Simulated pleura from the chest tube modules of two commercial simulators were
puncture tested to detect any gaps in performance when compared to human. The SimuLabTM
TraumaManTM (TMM) was selected because it is the only trauma simulator approved by the
American College of Surgeons (ACS) for Advanced Trauma Life Support Training (SimuLab,
2017). The original, ACS approved TMM pleura was a black neoprene material with a mesh
layer adhered to one side. The current TMM uses a red silicone reinforced with a fiber mesh in
the center. The red silicone was tested in this effort because the black neoprene was unavailable.
The LaerdalTM (LDL) SimMan 3GTM was also selected because it is currently fielded by the
United States Army.
SimuLabTM TMM Red
Five dogbone samples of the TMM red pleura, Figure 34, were subjected to the standard
uniaxial tests to failure. The mean 𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 = 1.32 MPa and 𝑥𝑥𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 1.62 indicates that TMM pleura
performs similar to human when subjected to uniaxial tension tests to failure. The performance

envelope plot in Figure 35 indicates the mean performance of the material is within the specified
performance envelope. Based on the uniaxial results, this material advanced to blunt puncture
testing.
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Figure 34: TMM Red Simulated Pleura
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Figure 35: TMM Red Performance Envelope
LDL Chest Tube Module
LDL uses plastic tape to simulate pleura in their chest tube modules. The tape is adhered
to the inside surface of the module as seen in Figure 36. The pleura tape was removed from the
module and cut into dogbone samples and subjected to uniaxial tension to failure testing. The
mean 𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 = 10.44 MPa and 𝑥𝑥𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 1.29 indicates that LDL pleura is nearly 5 times stronger than

human. As seen in Figure 37, the LDL pleura exhibited compliant stretch performance to human
yet still fell outside of the force performance envelope. Were this a search for a new pleura
material, it would not be considered for further evaluation. However, since one of the goals is to
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document existing performance gaps, the LDL pleura was forwarded for puncture performance
comparison.

Figure 36: LDL Chest Tube Module
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Figure 37: LDL Performance Envelope
Off the Shelf Polymers
Off-the-shelf polymers were researched for solutions that might meet the performance
requirements. Polymer sheets and multi-component curable materials were acquired and tested.
The data were analyzed in Microsoft Excel 2013 to calculate stress, strain, UTS, and 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 .

Consolidated charts overlaid with the performance envelope were plotted for each material.
3MTM TegadermTM
Discussions with military medical trainers revealed that TegadermTM (TDRM) was often
substituted for the mannequin OEM pleural membranes. TDRM is a transparent film dressing
for securing and protecting intravenous insertion sites. TDRM provides a low cost, easy access
solution since it is commonly found at medical training sites. Dogbone samples were tensioned
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to failure and UTS and 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 were calculated, see Figure 38. The stress/strain plot of one of the

samples, Figure 39, shows the desirable concavity that indicates human tissue like behavior. The
mean 𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 = 29.96 MPa and 𝑥𝑥𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 4.65 indicates that TDRM is much stronger (nearly 15 times)
and stretches farther (nearly 2 times) than human pleura. Both parameters are far outside of the
performance envelope highlighting the inaccuracy in evaluating performance by subjective feel
rather than objective measures. To illustrate performance gaps TDRM was forwarded for
puncture performance comparison.

Figure 38: TDRM Performance Envelope
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Figure 39: TDRM Stress vs Stretch
P60 RTV Silicone (10:1 Blue)
P60 RTV is a high modulus, high durometer silicone rubber that is used for prototyping
and casting. It was mixed and cured according to the manufacturer’s recommendation of 100/10
base to blue activator by weight. The blue activator increases the shelf life of the cured silicones
without significantly changing the properties.
Four samples were successfully tested to failure and UTS and 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 were calculated and

plotted in Figure 40. This yielded 𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 = 3.03 MPa and 𝑥𝑥𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 2.82 which is 33% stronger and
stretches 20% farther than human pleura placing it outside of the performance envelope. A
stress/strain curve for one of the samples is shown in Figure 41.
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Figure 40: P60 10:1 Blue Performance Envelope

Figure 41: P60 10:1 Blue Stress vs Stretch
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P60 RTV Silicone (10:1 Clear)
P60 RTV silicone was mixed and cured according to the manufacturer’s recommendation
of 100/10 base to clear activator by weight. The clear activator increases the shelf life of the
cured silicones while softening the end product. Six samples were successfully tested to failure
and the UTS and 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 were calculated and plotted along with the performance envelope Figure

42. For P60 cured with a blue activator at a 10:1 ratio yielded 𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 = 5.57 MPa and 𝑥𝑥𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 2.37.
The stretch ratio was only 1% outside of the upper limit but the tensile strength was 175%
greater than the upper limit. P60 cured with the clear activator was eliminated from
consideration for the puncture test due to its high strength.

Figure 42: P60 10:1 Clear Performance Envelope
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Figure 43: P60 10:1 Clear Stress vs Stretch
P17 RTV Silicone (10:1 Blue)
P17 RTV is a two-part silicone rubber that is used for potting electrical components due
to its thermal and electrical insulating properties. Dogbones were molded, using the
manufacturer’s recommended 10:1 ratio of the blue activator. Six samples were successfully
tested to failure and UTS, 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , 𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 and 𝑥𝑥𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 were and plotted in Figure 44. The stress/strain
plot of one of the samples, Figure 45 shows a linear loading that is less like human tissue than
P60. The failure mechanics, however, are much closer to human with 𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 = 2.33 MPa, and

𝑥𝑥𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 2.13. The mean of the stretch ratio 𝑥𝑥𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is within the performance envelope but the UTS
exceeds the maximum by 15%. Formulation changes are being sought to slightly weaken the
cured polymer and bring the UTS into compliance with the performance requirements.
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Figure 44: P17 10:1 Blue Performance Envelope

Figure 45: P17 10:1 Blue Stress vs Stretch
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P17 RTV Silicone (7:4 Revised)
The original P17 formulation performed the closest to the requirements so it was
reformulated to a ratio of 7:4 polymer to catalyst, to reduce the tensile strength. Uniaxial tests on
five samples indicate that both force and displacement are within the required envelope as seen
in Figure 46. The means of the performance variables are 𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 = 0.66 MPa, and 𝑥𝑥𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 2.08.

The stress stretch curve in Figure 47 shows an almost linear build up to fracture. The P17 (7:4)
reformulation was selected as the off the shelf polymer for puncture testing.

Figure 46: P17 (7:4) Reformulation Performance Envelope
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Figure 47: P17 (7:4) Reformulation Stress vs Stretch
Custom Polymers
PEU Polyurethanes
Custom polymers of linear segmented polyurethanes (PU) were formulated to
approximate the concave shape of the stress/strain curve in Figure 14 while meeting the
performance parameters in Table 11. Eighteen prototypes were created and were intentionally
mixed with very low (< 40% by weight) hard segment (HS) content. Each formulation listed in
Table 12 was made in a standard version and in a modified version with 20% or 40% glycerol.
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Table 12 - First Prototype Formulations
Polymer
PEU-817
PEU-824
PEU-825
PEU-826
PEU-831
PEU-832

Composition
PTMO-1000/MDI/BD [HS] = 31.86%wt
PTMO-1000/MDI/BD [HS] = 26.95%wt
PTMO-1000/MDI/BD [HS] = 31.25%wt
PTMO-1000/MDI/BD [HS] = 25.08%wt
PTMO-2000/MDI/BD [HS] = 17.37%wt
PTMO-2000/MDI/BD [HS] = 12.45%wt

The samples were tested to determine the stress-strain dependencies. Samples were
retested on the Bose system and all of them failed to break within the stroke length limits of the
system. This resulted in no measures of UTS or 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 being collected using the protocols of this

study. Since none of the samples were in the performance envelope new formulations were
started. No further tests were conducted on these formulations.
PU-860F Custom Formulation
Learning from earlier failed formulations, a new batch of PU labeled PU-860F was

created. Five samples were tested and 𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 = 0.92 MPa, and 𝑥𝑥𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 1.60. The means of both

parameters were within the performance envelope as shown in Figure 48. Figure 49 shows that
PU-860F does not fracture as suddenly as some of the other polymers but since UTS and 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
were within the performance envelopes, sheets were molded for puncture testing.
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Figure 48: PU-860F Performance Envelope

Figure 49: PU-860F Stress vs Stretch
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Puncture Tests
Only three human tissue donations were received for puncture testing and pleura samples
were excised from the right and left rib cage of each donor. Two of the donors exceeded the
desired age limit of 50 years old but were accepted and tested because of the scarcity of
donations from younger subjects.
Table 13 lists the number of successful puncture tests along with side and location
(intercostal or over the rib). Thirty eight, n=38, successful puncture tests were completed.

Table 13 - Human Puncture Test Donations
Donor
A
B
C
Total n

Age Sex
22
67
54

M
M
M

n Right
n Right
n Left
n Left
Total
Intercostal
Rib
Intercostal Rib Punctures
3
2
5
5
15
4
4
4
5
17
2
1
2
1
6
9
7
12
11
38

The puncture test occurs on a flat surface with no initial length, 𝑙𝑙0 , so strain

𝑙𝑙𝑓𝑓
𝑙𝑙0

cannot be

accurately calculated. Also, the cross-sectional area of the tip of the forceps is constant so stress
𝑓𝑓

𝑎𝑎

calculations are not practical. Therefore, force/displacement data were gathered rather than

stress/strain for the puncture tests. Additionally, the puncture test station does not natively
record its position like the Bose system, so displacement was calculated by multiplying the
elapsed time between sample contact and maximum force, by the tool advancement speed of
𝑚𝑚

0.0095 𝑠𝑠 . The 50lb load cell from the Bose system was installed into the puncture test station
and it reports compressive forces as negative.
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Human Pleura Puncture Force Analysis
The force data from the 38 human pleura punctures were tested for normal distributions.
A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, Table 14, for the entire data set (n=38) and for subsets of less than
50 years old (n=15) and greater than 50 years old (n=23) resulted in non-significant results
(p>0.05) for each category indicating normal distributions.

Table 14 - Human Puncture Force Kolmogorov-Smirnov Tests for Normality
Statistic
.126
.132
.169

Human Pleura Puncture Force (N)
Human Puncture Force (N) Age <50
Human Puncture Force (N) Age >50

Df
38
15
23

Sig.
.120
.200
.074

An independent samples t-test was calculated to check for significant differences in force
between donors less than and greater than 50-years-old, see Table 15 and Table 16. Unequal
variances (p>0.05) and significant differences (p<0.05) were detected between the two age
groups. The younger age group averaged greater than 8 N of additional force. Each age group
and the combined human data set will be compared against the synthetics.

Table 15 - Human Puncture Force Descriptive Statistics Age Group Comparison

Age 50
Human Puncture Force Under
(N)
Over

N

Mean
15 -19.2073
23 -11.0213
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Std.
Deviation
5.80095
4.01809

Std. Error
Mean
1.49780
.82019

Table 16 - Human Puncture Force Independent T-Test of Age Groups

Force Equal
(N)
variance
Unequal
variance

F
Sig.
1.851 .182

T
-5.212
-4.794

Sig. (2df
tailed)
37
.000
22.427

Mean
Std. Error
Difference Difference
-8.18608
1.57055

.000

-8.18608

1.70766

95% CI of the
Difference
Lower
Upper
-11.3683 -5.00384
-11.7237 -4.64852

A paired t-test detected no significant differences (p>0.05) in puncture forces due to
anatomic location; intercostal space vs the ribs, Table 17. Anatomic location was not a factor in
the comparative tests between human and synthetic puncture force data.

Table 17 - Human Puncture Force Paired T-Test of Anatomic Locations

Mean
Pair 1 Puncture Force Intercostal vs -1.92389
Rib

Std.
Deviation
7.77043

95% CI of the
Std. Error Difference
Mean
Lower
Upper
1.83151 -5.78803 1.94026

t
-1.050

Sig.
(2df tailed)
17 .308

Human Pleura Puncture Displacement Analysis
The displacements at fracture from human pleura punctures were tested for normality. A
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, Table 18, for the entire data set and for subsets based on donor age
detected a normal distribution for each condition (p>0.05).

Table 18 - Human Puncture Displacement Kolmogorov-Smirnov Tests for Normality

Human Pleura Puncture Displacement (mm)
Human Puncture Displacement (mm) Age <50
Human Puncture Displacement (mm) Age >50
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Statistic
.130
.155
.128

df
38
15
23

Sig.
.094
.200
.200

An independent sample t-test compared puncture displacement based on the age of the
donor, see Table 19 and Table 20. Unequal variances were confirmed (p>0.05) no significant
difference (p>0.05) was detected for displacement based on age. Displacement results from
synthetics will be compared against the entire data set.

Table 19 - Human Puncture Displacement Descriptive Statistics

Displacement
(mm)

Age 50
Under
Over

N
15
24

Mean
18.6200
15.7938

Std.
Deviation
5.02436
3.65056

Std. Error
Mean
1.29728
.74517

Table 20 - Human Puncture Displacement Independent Samples T-Test

Disp Equal variances
(mm) Unequal variances

F
1.710

Sig. (2- Mean Std. Error
Sig.
t
df
tailed) Difference Difference
.199 2.033
37
.049 2.82625 1.39005
1.889 23.224
.071 2.82625 1.49607

95% CI of the
Difference
Lower Upper
.00975 5.64275
-.26696 5.91946

A paired samples t-test detected no significant differences (p>0.05) in human puncture
displacement based on anatomic location, see Table 21 so no distinction will be made when
comparing human and synthetic puncture displacement data.
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Table 21 - Paired T-Test Puncture Displacement Anatomic Location

Pair Displacement
1
Intercostal - Rib

95% CI of the
Std. Std. Error
Difference
Mean Deviation Mean
Lower
Upper
t
1.42500 5.78551 1.36366 -1.45207 4.30207 1.045

Sig. (2df
tailed)
17
.311

Puncture Performance Envelopes
Performance parameters were defined for each age group and for the entire human
puncture data set. Maximum force (𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ) and displacement (𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ) were collected from each
sample. Means (𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and 𝑋𝑋𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ) and standard deviations (𝜎𝜎𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and 𝜎𝜎𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ) were then

calculated to define the desired puncture performance envelopes. As with stress/strain above, the
performance envelope is defined as 𝑋𝑋 ± 𝜎𝜎 for both force and displacement.
Table 22 - Synthetic Tissue Puncture Performance Parameters
Parameter
𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (N)
𝑓𝑓<50 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (N)
𝑓𝑓>50 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (N)
𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (mm)

Age
All
<50
>50
All

𝑥𝑥 ± 𝜎𝜎
-14.23±6.26
-19.21±5.80
-11.02±4.02
16.83±4.32

Range
-20.49 to -7.97
-25.01 to -13.41
-15.04 to -7.00
12.51 – 21.11

Human Puncture Aggregate Analyses
Human puncture force differed based on age so polymer puncture force was compared to
human; combined, and segregated by age (over or under 50-years-old). Polymers were
compared by truncating each test data set to start at tool tip contact and to end at breakthrough
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which was defined as the first point past the last instance of maximum force. Force and
displacement were sampled at 5% intervals along each curve and at start and breakthrough.
Means force and displacement were calculated across each point and plotted as shown in in
Figure 50, Figure 51 and Figure 52.

Figure 50: Average Human Puncture Force vs Displacement
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Figure 51: Average Human Puncture Force vs Displacement under 50-Years-Old

Figure 52: Average Human Puncture Force Vs Displacement over 50-Years-Old
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OEM Simulator Puncture Analyses
SimuLabTM TMM Puncture Analysis
TMM mesh reinforced silicone was subjected to 20 punctures. Force and displacement
were evaluated for normality in their distributions. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test confirmed a
normal distribution for each parameter (p>0.05), see Table 23.

Table 23 - TMM Kolmogorov-Smirnov Tests for Normality
Statistic
.108
.165

TMM Puncture Force (N)
TMM Puncture Displacement (mm)

df Sig.
20 .200
20 .154

An independent samples t-test confirmed equal variances (p>0.05) and significant
(p<0.05) differences were detected between the puncture force performance of the TMM and
human tissues (all), see Table 24. The mean puncture forces (𝑥𝑥𝑓𝑓 = 74.96N) were dissimilar to

human (𝑥𝑥𝑓𝑓 = 19.21N) when age is not a factor as seen in Table 25.

Table 24 - Human (All) vs TMM Puncture Force Independent Samples T-Test

Puncture Equal
Force All variances
assumed
(N)
Equal
variances not
assumed

F
Sig.
t
3.869 .054 31.085

Sig.
Mean
Std. Error
(2df
tailed) Difference Difference
56
.000 60.74455
1.95414

28.403 30.432
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.000

60.74455

2.13866

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower
Upper
56.82994 64.65917

56.37942 65.10969

Table 25 - Human (All) vs TMM Puncture Force Statistics

Puncture Force All
(N)

Human/Synthetic
Human (All)
TMM

N

Mean Std. Deviation
38 -14.2139
6.27764
20 -74.9585
8.41048

Std. Error
Mean
1.01837
1.88064

TMM puncture forces were compared to < 50-year-old human forces. An independent
samples t-test confirmed a significant difference between the forces (p<0.05) as seen in Table
26.

Table 26 - Human (<50) vs TMM Puncture Force Independent Samples T-Test

Human
Puncture
Force
<50 (N)

F
Sig.
Equal variances 4.126 .050
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed

t
22.008

Sig.
Mean
Std. Error
(2df
tailed) Difference Difference
33
.000 55.75117
2.53319

23.189 32.825

.000

55.75117

2.40421

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower
Upper
50.59736 60.90497
50.85878 60.64356

Puncture forces were compared between TMM and > 50-year-old human samples. An
independent samples t-test revealed that there was a significant difference (p<0.05) between the
forces required to puncture human pleura from donors over 50 years old and TMM as seen in
Table 27.
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Table 27 - Human (>50) vs TMM Puncture Force Independent Samples T-Test

Human
Puncture
Force
>50 (N)

F
Sig.
Equal variances 72.589 .000
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed

t
6.109

Sig.
Mean
Std. Error
(2df
tailed) Difference Difference
41
.000 43.51720
7.12311

6.497 25.709

.000

43.51720

6.69786

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower
Upper
29.13179 57.90260
29.74195 57.29244

An independent samples t-test revealed that there are significant differences (p<0.05)
between the displacement of TMM and human tissues during blunt puncture as seen in Table 28.
The human pleura stretched an average of 16.83mm while the TMM pleura averaged 31.8mm.

Table 28 - Human (All) vs TMM Puncture Displacement Independent Samples T-Test

Human
Puncture
Displace
ment All
(mm)

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed

F
Sig.
t
3.014 .088 -14.297

Sig.
95% Confidence
(2Interval of the
Mean
Std. Error
Difference
taile
df
d) Difference Difference
Lower
Upper
56 .000 -14.92792
1.04416 -17.01962 -12.83622

-16.275 53.411 .000

-14.92792

.91723 -16.76732 -13.08852

LDL Puncture Analysis
The LDL simulator uses a red plastic tape, see Figure 36, to provide the haptic “pop” that
occurs when the intra-pleural space is accessed. Twenty punctures were performed and their
data analyzed. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test confirmed a non-normal distribution for each
parameter (p<0.05), see Table 29 which suggests a non-parametric comparison of both force and
displacement.
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Table 29 - LDL Kolmogorov-Smirnov Tests for Normality
Statistic
.253
.335

LDL Puncture Force (N)
LDL Puncture Displacement (mm)

df Sig.
20 .002
20 .000

A Mann-Whitney U non-parametric test detected significant differences (p<0.05) between the
puncture fracture forces of all of the tested human pleura when compared to LDL synthetic
pleura. The Mann-Whitney Ranks, Table 31, indicates that the human pleura was more puncture
resistant when the absolute values of the forces are compared.

Table 30 - Mann-Whitney Statistics Human All vs LDL Force
Mann-Whitney U
Wilcoxon W
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
a. Grouping Variable: Human/Synthetic

46.000
256.000
-5.464
.000

Table 31 - Mann-Whitney Ranks Human All vs LDL Force
Human/Synthetic
Human All/LDL Force Human
LaerdalTM Synthetic
Total

N
38
20
58

Mean Rank Sum of Ranks
38.29
1455.00
12.80
256.00

Mann-Whitney U tests also detected significant differences (p<0.05) in the forces
required to puncture LDL and human pleura segmented by age, see Table 32. It may appear in
Table 33 that the synthetic pleura required more force, but with compression forces being
negative the human pleura was more puncture resistant for each age group.
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Table 32 - Mann-Whitney Statistics Human by Age vs LDL Force

Mann-Whitney U
Wilcoxon W
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
Exact Sig. [2*(1-tailed Sig.)]

Human <50/LDL
46.000
256.000
-3.467
.001
.000

Human >50/LDL
.000
210.000
-5.600
.000

Table 33 - Mann-Whitney Ranks Human by Age vs LDL Force

Human <50/LDL Force Human
LDL
Total
Human >50/LDL Force Human
LDL
Total

N
15
20
30
23
20
43

Mean Rank Sum of Ranks
24.93
374.00
12.80
256.00
32.00
10.50

736.00
210.00

A Mann-Whitney U non-parametric test, Table 34, detected significant differences
(p<0.05) between the displacement at fracture of all of the tested human pleura when compared
to LDL synthetic pleura. The Mann-Whitney Ranks shown in Table 35 indicates that the
synthetic pleura stretched much less than the human pleura at fracture.

Table 34 - Mann-Whitney Statistics Human/LDL Displacement
Mann-Whitney U
Wilcoxon W
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

141.000
351.000
-3.911
.000
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Table 35 - Mann-Whitney Ranks Human/LDL Displacement

Human/LDL
Displacement

Human/Synthetic
Human
LDL Synthetic
Total

N
38
20
58

Mean Rank Sum of Ranks
35.79
1360.00
17.55
351.00

Off the Shelf Polymer Puncture
TDRM Puncture Analysis
Twenty-two punctures were completed on TDRM samples. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
detected normal distributions (p>0.05) for force and displacement, see Table 36.

Table 36 - TDRM Kolmogorov-Smirnov Tests for Normality

TDRM Puncture Force (N)
TDRM Puncture Displacement (mm)

Statistic
.100
.123

df
22
22

Sig.
.200*
.200*

An independent samples t-test detected significant (p<0.05) differences between the
puncture forces of the TDRM and human tissues, see Table 37. The forces for TDRM, 7.88N
were weaker than human 14.2N as seen in Table 38 and were outside of the performance
envelope defined in Table 22.
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Table 37 - Human (All) vs TDRM Puncture Force T-Test

F
Sig.
Puncture Equal variances 33.43 .000
Force All assumed
9
(N)
Equal variances
not assumed

t
-4.689

Sig.
Mean
Std. Error
(2Df
tailed) Difference Difference
58
.000 -6.33304
1.35055

-6.118 39.419

.000

-6.33304

1.03512

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower
Upper
-9.03646 -3.62962
-8.42606 -4.24002

Table 38 - Human (All) vs TDRM Puncture Force Statistics

Puncture Force All
(N)

Human/Synthetic
Human (All)
TDRM

N

Mean Std. Deviation
38 -14.2139
6.27764
22 -7.8809
.87002

Std. Error
Mean
1.01837
.18549

The puncture forces were compared between TDRM and f<50. An independent samples ttest revealed significant differences between the two groups (p<0.05) as seen in Table 39.

Table 39 - Human (<50) vs TDRM Puncture Force T-Test

Human
Puncture
Force
<50 (N)

95% Confidence
Sig.
Interval of the
Mean
Std. Error
Difference
(2df
tailed) Difference Difference
Lower
Upper
35
.000 -11.32642
1.24905 -13.86213 -8.79072

F
Sig.
t
Equal variances 24.959 .000 -9.068
assumed
Equal variances
-7.505 14.430
not assumed

.000 -11.32642

1.50924 -14.55439 -8.09846

The puncture forces were then compared between TDRM and f>50. An independent
samples t-test revealed significant differences between the two groups (p<0.05) as seen in Table
40.
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Table 40 - Human (>50) vs TDRM Puncture Force T-Test

Human
Puncture
Force
>50 (N)

F
Sig.
Equal variances 24.271 .000
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed

t
-3.448

Sig.
Mean
Std. Error
(2df
tailed) Difference Difference
43
.001 -3.07648
.89231

-3.520 24.068

.002

-3.07648

.87397

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower
Upper
-4.87600 -1.27697
-4.88000 -1.27297

An independent samples t-test detected significant (p<0.05) differences between the
displacements of TDRM and human tissues during blunt puncture as seen in Table 41. The
mean displacement for the TDRM was more than double (42.2 mm vs 16.8 mm) that of human
tissue as seen in Table 42. TDRM was significantly different from human in stress/strain under
uniaxial tension and in force/displacement during blunt puncture.

Table 41 - Human (All) vs TDRM Puncture Displacement Independent Samples T-Test

Human
Puncture
Displace
ment All
(mm)

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed

F
Sig.
t
2.466 .122 -21.242

Sig.
95% Confidence
(2Interval of the
Mean
Std. Error
Difference
taile
df
d) Difference Difference
Lower
Upper
58 .000 -25.39615
1.19554 -27.78928 -23.00302

-20.441 39.062 .000

-25.39615

1.24241 -27.90903 -22.88327

Table 42 - Human (All) vs TDRM Puncture Displacement Statistics

Human/Synthetic N
Human Puncture
Human (All)
38
Displacement All (mm) TDRM
22
80

Mean
16.8316
42.2277

Std. Error
Std. Deviation Mean
4.21783
.68422
4.86408
1.03703

P17 (7:4) Reformulation Puncture
Nineteen punctures were completed on the available P17 (7:4) samples that varied in
thickness from 0.22-1.0mm. Force and displacement were recorded. 𝑥𝑥𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 =5.38N and 𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 =

21.84 mm which were outside of the force and displacement envelopes in Table 22. Force and

displacement were evaluated for normality in their distributions. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
for each parameter detected significant differences from normal distributions (p<0.05) for both
force and displacement, see Table 43.

Table 43 - P17 (7:4) Reformulation Kolmogorov-Smirnov Tests for Normality
Statistic
.210
.231

P17(7:4) Force
P17(7:4) Displacement

Df

Sig.
19 .027
19 .009

A Mann-Whitney U non-parametric test detected significant differences (p<0.05)
between the mean puncture fracture forces of all of the tested human pleura when compared to
P17 (7:4) RTV silicone. The Mann-Whitney Ranks, Table 45, indicates that the human pleura
was more puncture resistant when the absolute values of the forces are compared.

Table 44 - Mann-Whitney Statistics Human All vs P17 (7:4) Force
Mann-Whitney U
Wilcoxon W
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

57.000
798.000
-5.146
.000
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Table 45 - Mann-Whitney Ranks Human All vs P17 (7:4) Force

Human All/P17(7:4)
Force

Human/Synthetic
Human
P17(7:4) Synthetic
Total

N
38
19
57

Mean Rank Sum of Ranks
21.00
798.00
45.00
855.00

Mann-Whitney U tests also detected significant differences (p<0.05) in the forces
required to puncture P17 (7:4) and human pleura segmented by age, see Table 46. It may appear
in Table 47 that the synthetic pleura required more force, but with compression forces being
negative the human pleura was more puncture resistant for each age group.

Table 46 - Mann-Whitney Statistics Human by Age vs P17 (7:4) Force

Mann-Whitney U
Wilcoxon W
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
Exact Sig. [2*(1-tailed Sig.)]

Human <50/P17(7:4) Human >50/P17(7:4)
3.000
54.000
123.000
330.000
-4.839
-4.157
.000
.000
.000

Table 47 - Mann-Whitney Ranks Human by Age vs P17 (7:4) Force

Human <50/P17(7:4)
Force
Human >50/P17(7:4)
Force

Human
P17(7:4)
Total
Human
P17(7:4)
Total

N
15
19
34
23
19
42

Mean Rank Sum of Ranks
8.20
123.00
24.84
472.00
14.35
30.16

330.00
573.00

A Mann-Whitney U non-parametric test, Table 48, detected significant differences
(p<0.05) between the displacement at fracture of all of the tested human pleura when compared
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to P17 (7:4) RTV silicone. The Mann-Whitney Ranks Table 49 indicates that the synthetic
pleura stretched more than the human pleura at fracture.

Table 48 - Mann-Whitney Statistics Human/P17 (7:4) Displacement
Mann-Whitney U
Wilcoxon W
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

99.500
840.500
-4.427
.000

Table 49 - Mann-Whitney Ranks Human/P17 (7:4) Displacement
Human/P17(7:4)
Displacement

Human/Synthetic
Human
P17(7:4) Synthetic
Total

N
38
19
57

Mean Rank Sum of Ranks
22.12
840.50
42.76
812.50

Custom Polymer Puncture Analysis
PU-860F Puncture Analysis
Thirteen punctures were completed on the available samples of PU-860F that varied in
thickness from 0.58 to 0.92mm. 𝑥𝑥𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 =15.32N and 𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 17.75 mm were calculated. Force

and displacement were evaluated for normality in their distributions. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test confirmed a normal distribution for each parameter (p>0.05), see Table 50.
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Table 50 - PU-860F Kolmogorov-Smirnov Tests for Normality
Statistic
.189
.200

PU-860F Puncture Force (N)
PU-860F Puncture Displacement (mm)

df
13
13

Sig.
.200
.159

An independent samples t-test confirmed unequal variances (p<0.05) and no significant
(p>0.05) difference was detected between the puncture force performance of the PU-860F and
human tissues (all), Table 51. The puncture for PU-860F were similar to human puncture forces
when not taking age into account Table 52.

Table 51 - Human (All) vs PU-860F Puncture Force T-Test

Puncture Equal
Force All variances
assumed
(N)
Equal
variances not
assumed

F
Sig.
6.128 .017

t
.602

Sig.
Mean
Std. Error
(2df
tailed) Difference Difference
49
.550
1.10528
1.83501

.793 38.718

.433

1.10528

1.39425

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower
Upper
-2.58392 4.79449

-1.71551

3.92607

Table 52 - Human (All) vs PU-860F Puncture Force Statistics

Puncture Force All
(N)

Human/Synthetic
Human (All)
PU-860F

N
Mean Std. Deviation
38 -14.2139
6.27764
13 -15.3192
3.43353

Std. Error
Mean
1.01837
.95229

PU-860F puncture forces were compared to f<50. An independent samples t-test
confirmed a significant difference between the forces (p<0.05) as seen in Table 53.
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Table 53 - Human (<50) vs PU-860F Puncture Force Independent Samples T-Test

Human
Puncture
Force
<50 (N)

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed

F
Sig.
t
2.985 .096 -2.114

Sig.
Mean
Std. Error
(2df
tailed) Difference Difference
26
.044 -3.88810
1.83932

-2.191 23.186

.039

-3.88810

1.77490

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower
Upper
-7.66888
-10732
-7.55813

-.21808

The puncture forces were then compared between PU-860F and f>50. An independent
samples t-test revealed that there was a significant difference (p<0.05) between the forces
required to puncture human pleura from donors over 50 years old and PU-860F as seen in Table
54.

Table 54 - Human (>50) vs PU-860F Puncture Force Independent Samples T-Test

Human
Puncture
Force
>50 (N)

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed

F
Sig.
.847 .364

t
3.244

Sig.
Mean
Std. Error
(2df
tailed) Difference Difference
34
.003
4.36184
1.34461

3.410 28.877

.002

4.36184

1.27917

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower
Upper
1.62926 7.09422
1.74516

6.97852

An independent samples t-test revealed that there is no significant difference (p>0.05)
between the displacement of PU-860F and human tissues during blunt puncture as seen in Table
55.
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Table 55 - Human (All) vs PU-860F Puncture Displacement Independent Samples T-Test

Human
Puncture
Displace
ment All
(mm)

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed

F
Sig.
8.515 .005

t
-.768

-1.146

Sig.
(2Mean
Std. Error
taile
df
d) Difference Difference
49 .446
-.92381
1.20276

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower
Upper
-3.34085
1.49324

.257 .257

-2.54436

-.92381

.80628

.69675

An aggregate PU-860F force/displacement data set is shown in Table 56. At low
displacements in the first quarter of the test, the PU-860F requires 120.516% more force than
human but that Δ continuously decreases until the last quartile where the difference 13.850%.
The displacement difference is fairly constant at just below 7%. The data are plotted in Figure
61. Similar analyses were conducted for each of the blunt punctured synthetics.
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Table 56 - Aggregate Force/Displacement PU-860F vs Human

PU-860F
(N)
-0.011
-0.089
-0.228
-0.424
-0.707
-1.106
-1.640
-2.282
-3.045
-3.958
-5.008
-6.124
-7.336
-8.581
-9.835
-11.034
-12.210
-13.319
-14.248
-14.929
-15.264
-15.319

Aggregate Force
Human
Δ%
(N)
-0.010
-4.931
-0.033 -169.109
-0.085 -167.949
-0.173 -145.147
-0.311 -127.460
-0.531 -108.501
-0.849
-93.240
-1.279
-78.379
-1.851
-64.504
-2.587
-53.038
-3.456
-44.896
-4.446
-37.729
-5.530
-32.667
-6.639
-29.249
-7.804
-26.031
-8.980
-22.875
-10.133
-20.499
-11.250
-18.396
-12.398
-14.924
-13.296
-12.283
-13.964
-9.311
-14.226
-7.684

Mean
Δ%

-120.5

-66.8

-29.7

-13.8

Aggregate Displacement
PU-860F Human
Mean
Δ%
(mm)
(mm)
Δ%
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.889
0.825 -7.767
1.785
1.681 -6.203
-5.8
2.687
2.505 -7.288
3.573
3.344 -6.870
4.474
4.188 -6.811
5.376
5.032 -6.827
6.277
5.873 -6.881
7.163
6.728 -6.466
-6.7
8.078
7.560 -6.851
8.975
8.417 -6.631
9.874
9.266 -6.558
10.819 10.117 -6.937
11.719 10.977 -6.765
-6.8
12.667 11.851 -6.889
13.580 12.696 -6.964
14.504 13.562 -6.946
15.404 14.429 -6.758
16.306 15.288 -6.658
-6.8
17.497 16.098 -8.689
17.625 16.518 -6.700
17.755 16.832 -5.484

Synthetic vs Human Summary
Uniaxial Tension to Failure Summary
Forty-nine samples from eight human donors were subjected to uniaxial tension to
failure. This resulted in a stress/strain performance envelope. Two OEM simulated pleura from
commercial mannequins were tested and their stress/strain parameters compared to human to
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determine the existence and magnitude of performance gaps. Five off the shelf polymers were
compared and reformulated until stress/strain compliance was achieved with P17 (7:4). Twenty
custom formulations were compared and reformulated until one, PU-860F, performed within the
envelope.
Two OEM pleura (TMM, LDL), one common off the shelf substitute (TDRM), one off
the shelf formulation (P17 (7:4)), and one custom formulation (PU-860F) moved forward to
puncture testing. The UTS box plot in Figure 53, and the 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 box plot in Figure 54 visually

illustrate the data ranges and shows TMM, P17 (7:4), and PU-860F closely approaching human
behaviors while the other polymers were quite different.

Figure 53: UTS Box Plot
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Figure 54: 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 Box Plot

Blunt Puncture Summary
Three human donations consisting of left and right-side donations from each, yielded a
total of 38 punctures. One donor was younger than 50 years old which yielded 15 punctures.
The remaining donors were over 50 years old and their tissues yielded 23 punctures. Force and
displacement measures from the human samples were recorded and analyzed.
The force analyses revealed significant differences between age groups. Because of these
differences, fracture forces from synthetic punctures were compared to fracture forces from three
age groups; f(all), f<50, and f>50. No significant difference was detected for displacement (p>0.05)
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between age groups so the human displacement measures were compared to the polymers with
no consideration for age.
The polymers subjected to blunt puncture; TMM, LDL, TDRM, P17 (7:4), and PU-860F,
yielded 20, 20, 22, 19, and 13 punctures respectively. The box plots for puncture force and
displacement shown in Figure 55 and Figure 56 clearly illustrate that PU-860F was the only
polymer to fall within the human (all) range in both force and displacement. The statistical
analyses confirmed this observation.

Figure 55: Puncture Force Box Plot
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Figure 56: Puncture Displacement Box Plot
Results Summary
Table 57 summarizes the progression of the results for each material in this study. It
identifies the three polymers that performed within the uniaxial envelopes and summarizes the
results of all of the synthetics that were puncture tested. It also illustrates that we were able to
translate uniaxial fracture mechanics into puncture performance for one of the polymers.
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Table 57 - Test Result Summary

Material

Type

Human (All)
Human (<50yo)
Human (>50yo)
TMM
LDL
TDRM
P60 Blue
P60 Clear
P17(10:1)
P17(7:4)
PEU-8XX (18)
PU-860F

BIO
BIO
BIO
OEM
OEM
OTS
OTS
OTS
OTS
OTS
CUS
CUS

Uniaxial Tension
Compliant
UTS
𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
(MPa)
UTS/𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
0.26-2.02 1.18-2.34
1.32
10.44
29.96
3.03
5.57
2.33
0.66

1.62
1.29
4.65
2.82
2.37
2.13
2.08

0.92

1.60

Force (N)
7.97-20.49
13.41-25.01
7.00-15.04
74.96
26.23
7.88

Y/Y
N/Y
N/N
N/N
N/N
N/Y
Y/Y
N/N
Y/Y
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Blunt Puncture
Displacement
Envelope
(mm)
fmax/dmax
12.51-21.11

Human Stat Match
f(all) /f<50 /f>50 /dmax

31.80
12.73
42.23

N/N
N/Y
Y>50/N

N/N/N/N
N/N/N/N
N/N/N/N

5.38

21.83

N/N

N/N/N/N

15.32

17.75

Y/Y

Y/N/N/Y

CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION
The dissertation explored the usefulness of uniaxial fracture mechanics of human tissue
applied to the performance of synthetic tissues. The synthetic tissues were then subjected to
context specific interactions based on medical interventions. The material responses were
compared to human tissues under the same conditions. The following hypotheses were tested:
H1: Significant differences exist between the performance of commercial simulated pleura and
human parietal pleura.
H2: The fracture properties of human tissue, UTS and 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , are sufficient to define the desired
fracture performance of synthetic tissues in medical simulations.

H3: Materials formulated to meet human stress strain parameters measured under uniaxial
tension will behave like human tissues when subjected to blunt puncture.

H1: Performance Gaps
H1 was confirmed for synthetic materials used for tube thoracostomy training in two
leading commercial simulators and one commonly used substitute. Although one material
performed within the uniaxial envelope, all three materials demonstrated significantly different
blunt puncture mechanics when compared to human pleura.
The ACS approved TMM uses a mesh reinforced silicone material that was significantly
different (p<0.05) in both force and displacement when compared to each age group and to the
human (all) data. It requires 530% of the puncture force and stretches 190% more than human,
although the force/displacement is similar until the human tissue breaks, see Figure 57.
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Although the TMM pleura differed from human in blunt puncture, it performed within
the required envelope under uniaxial tension. This can be explained by the makeup of the
synthetic pleura. The mesh reinforcement fibers that are not aligned with axis of force are
severed during dogbone sample preparation which significantly reduces the number of
supporting fibers to those aligned with the direction of tension. During puncture tests, the
sample is reinforced by fibers in multiple directions which significantly increases puncture
resistance. For simulation, the puncture results are the most applicable because they illustrate the
fracture mechanics encountered during the medical procedure.

Figure 57: Aggregate Force/Displacement TMM vs Human (Curve endpoint = point of fracture.)
The Army standard LDL simulator uses a stiff tape material that was significantly
different (p<0.05) in force and displacement when compared to each age group and to the human
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(all) data. This material requires 186% of the force and 76% of the displacement of human
pleura, see Figure 58. When compared to the blunt puncture performance envelope from Table
22, it is outside of the envelope for force but just inside the envelope for displacement. This
displacement compliance is not enough to overcome the excessive force required to puncture the
material.

Figure 58: Aggregate Force/Displacement LDL vs Human (Curve endpoint = point of fracture.)

The commonly substituted TDRM material requires only 55% of the force but it
requires 251% of the displacement of human pleura, see Figure 59. Statistically, TDRM was
dissimilar to human in force and displacement. From a performance envelope standpoint, the
puncture force fell within the envelope defined for f>50. From a practical standpoint, achieving
the lower end of a performance envelope that does not represent the target population still results
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in a non-compliant material. This weaker and excessively elastic behavior is undesirable
because teaches deeper penetration which could bring organs and vessels into peril.

Figure 59: Aggregate Force/Displacement TDRM vs Human (Curve endpoint = point of
fracture.)
The three synthetics commonly used in military thoracostomy training that were tested in
this study exhibited significant fracture variations from human pleura at levels that potentially
introduce negative training. These materials teach the trainee to use too much force and
penetrate deeper than necessary. If carried over to patient care, force and displacement errors of
these magnitudes can cause additional harm to the patient.
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H2: Defining Desired Performance
H2 was not confirmed as UTS and 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 do not fully predict puncture performance. They

are important parameters but they do not tell the whole story. Two polymers exhibited human
like performance during uniaxial tension to failure, for UTS and 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , yet only one exhibited
human like performance during blunt puncture for fmax and dmax.

P17 (7:4) is an off the shelf RTV Silicone that was selected based on published
manufacturer specifications. The results in Figure 60 show significant (p<0.05) variations in
both puncture force (38%) and displacement (130%) when compared to human.
Curiously, uniaxial tension tests showed strong compliance with human performance.
This result contradicts H2 which hypothesized that uniaxial stress/strain is sufficient to describe
blunt puncture performance. In this case, other critical parameters were not adequately identified
and applied.
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Figure 60: Aggregate Force/Displacement P17 (7:4) vs Human (Curve endpoint = point of
fracture.)

PU-860F is a custom formulated polyurethane developed at the University of Washington
for this effort. It took several iterations to achieve uniaxial tension performance compliance.
Puncture performance was also very similar to human as seen in Figure 61. Statistical analyses
confirm that no significant differences (p>0.05) exist between the puncture forces or
displacements of PU-860F when compared to human f(all) and dmax respectively.
Although compliance with both performance envelopes was achieved, it is not enough to
confirm H2. Difficulties were encountered communicating the performance requirements. The
performance ranges in Table 11 were provided with an example of a human stress/strain curve.
Early failed formulations were the result of the formulators focusing on the shape of the
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stress/strain curve with little regard to UTS and 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 . All of polymers in Table 12 failed because

the performance requirements were not clearly communicated.

Figure 61: Aggregate Force/Displacement PU-860F vs Human (Curve endpoint = point of
fracture.)

After the communication problems were solved, the polymer experts formulated a
synthetic pleura that is closer to human than any polymer tested. This success cannot be
attributed to H2 being confirmed as there are many undefined parameters that were controlled
without being requested. The experts confirmed that they considered many variables in the
formulation, molding and curing beyond UTS and 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 . These subconscious decisions by the
experts must be identified, documented and communicated before the context specific
performance requirements can be regularly achieved.
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Beyond expert knowledge, skills and abilities, parameters exist that must be considered
when describing the desire performance. These parameters include but are not limited to
stress/strain curve fitting, strain energy, sample thickness, temperature, curing time, mixing
methods, fiber reinforcements, etc. This effort translated from stress/strain to force/displacement
without fully understanding the importance of sample thickness. This study did not define
thickness as a performance requirement.
The effects of sample thickness are minimized in uniaxial tension stress/strain measures
because the forces are normalized over the cross-sectional area of the dogbone. In puncture
testing the fracture area is undefined so sample thickness becomes an independent variable. The
polymer samples were hand molded at ≈1mm thick to approximate human pleura but the final
thicknesses were not controlled so they varied due to shrinkage and viscosity of the uncured
polymers.
The P17 (7:4) uniaxial tension tests resulted in UTS being in the lower third of the
envelope and 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 being in the upper third. The thickness of the sheets varied from 0.22 to 1

mm which may have introduced variability (𝑥𝑥𝑓𝑓 =-6.23N, SD=2.43) and (𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑑 =25.28mm, SD=7.64)

which resulted in standard deviations of 39% of the mean force and 30% of the mean

displacement. This variability pushed the puncture performance outside of the desired range
with fmax missing low and dmax barely exceeding the upper limits of displacement. Slightly
increasing the thickness should increase the force and reduce the displacement placing
performance within the limits.
The PU-860F samples trended toward the middle of the UTS and 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 performance

limits and it produced more uniform thicknesses of 0.58 to 0.92 mm. Subsequently, the PU100

860F sheets punctured more consistently with (𝑥𝑥𝑓𝑓 =-15.32N, SD=3.43) and (𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑑 =17.76mm,

SD=1.53) which resulted in standard deviations of 22% of the mean force and 9% of the mean
displacement. Since the uniaxial tension parameters started near the center of the performance
envelope and the sheets were much more consistent in the puncture tests, PU-860F easily met the
puncture performance.
UTS and 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 at fracture do not adequately define required failure behaviors for

simulated tissues. Context specific tests are required to identify other key parameters such as
thickness. Stress/strain data, can however, serve as a filter to eliminate materials that are grossly
different from the biologic tissue of interest. This filter can save development time by narrowing
the search for compliant materials. As the other key parameters are identified and controlled,
increased accuracy and fidelity can be achieved.

H3: Stress/Strain Translates to Blunt Puncture
H3 was not confirmed, nor was it rejected. Stress/strain do not completely describe the
blunt puncture performance of synthetic pleura in tube thoracostomy simulations. They are
viable as guides for development to filter materials grossly unfit for the application. Care must
be taken to understand the additional parameters to avoid surprise in the context specific tests.
For example, TMM was much more puncture resistant than the uniaxial tension results predicted;
Uniaxial (115% stress, 92% strain), Puncture (530% force, 190% displacement). At the same
time, TDRM was much less puncture resistant than the uniaxial tension results predicted;
Uniaxial (Stress: 2628%, Strain: 264%), Puncture (Force: 55%, Displacement: 251%).
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PU-860F was developed to meet uniaxial tension parameters and it subsequently met
blunt puncture performance requirements. Before achieving the desired performance, uniaxial
tension testing eliminated several early formulations narrowing the focus and ultimately
achieving success. With a better understanding of the critical context specific behaviors and
controlling those variables, high fidelity performance requirements can be derived. Regardless,
additional parameters and much greater sample sizes will be required to accurately define the
required fracture performance of simulated tissues.

Recommended Future Work
Characterizing tissue for various applications has been studied for decades. There are
numerous examples of validated processes, procedures and analyses, mostly on small sample
sizes of limited populations. For accuracy in simulation, the broad characterization of tissues
critical for learning is needed, using consistent procedures, and significant sample sizes. The
number of measured samples is a limiting factor that must be overcome for future data sets to
ever be validated as accurate. Forty-nine human pleura samples represents a large number in this
area of study, yet natural human variances, even in the same donor, resulted in standard
deviations greater than 50% of the mean. Until sample sizes grow significantly, performance
envelopes will remain large.
Data collection efforts are ongoing but the application of the data has been sporadic at
best. By exercising different processes and gathering different measures, building blocks should
emerge to describe and validate synthetic tissue performance. Until then, the fidelity of medical
simulations will continue to suffer. To improve the accuracy of critical tissue behaviors, a
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fundamental understanding of the mechanical properties and context specific behaviors of tissue
must be achieved.
To train to surgical mastery, high fidelity models that account for unique behaviors such
as anisotropy, hyper-elasticity, viscoelastic effects, pretension and other biologic specific effects
will be required. Validated high fidelity models will be required to accurately depict the visual
behaviors and to deliver realistic haptic feedback. A thorough understanding of tissue parameters
will be required to achieve this.
Basic uniaxial tension testing is still a valid method for building a foundation of data
large enough to accurately define performance limits. Standard deviations greater than 50% of
the mean define very rough performance envelopes. Large sample sizes are necessary to refine
the limits and to approximate the performance of the tissue population. Greater efficiency will
also be required to optimize the use of the precious donations. Of the 230 initial tests, 49 viable
samples were gathered. Factors such as age, grip slippage, sample processing and failure to
break resulted in a yield of 21%. For this research area to succeed, that yield must be improved.
For simulation based training, limited resources conflict with the need for large sample
sizes. In order to optimize resources, tissue collection must be guided by a thorough
understanding of the critical learning tasks and of the subtle tissue behaviors that cue the trainee
to continue or to change course. By not understanding the learning tasks, critical resources will
be wasted on tissues that don’t contribute to understanding the proper medical procedure.
Research should continue to define tissue behavior cues that experts use to determine if they are
on the right path. These cues are often subconscious and require significant effort to extract and
describe.
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Significant work is also needed to describe the affective aspect of hands on medical
learning. It is possible to create synthetic and virtual tissues that are mechanically similar to
human tissues yet omit important cues such as feel, friction, density, color change, and others
that affect the decision making process. Without the full set of learning data, simulations will
struggle to teach the subconscious decision process necessary to achieve competence. Until this
is achieved, live tissue will still be necessary for training.
Once the cues are understood, context specific data is necessary to accurately describe
the training requirements. In this dissertation, hypothesis 2 was not confirmed which indicates
that performance parameters in addition to stress/strain should be collected to better describe
context specific behaviors. The choice of these parameters should be guided by the medical
interaction to ensure applicability. For example, human skin which is cut and stitched will
require sharp shear forces, sharp puncture forces, and friction forces along with suture tear
resistance before it can be accurately simulated. A surgeon performs a series of interactions
during each procedure such as palpation, color judgement, incisions, blunt punctures, sharp
punctures, retraction, sharp dissection, blunt dissection, suturing, and many others. The number
of interactions, however, is finite and a toolbox of measuring procedures can be developed to
objectively measure the desired behaviors. By minimizing subjective validation and objectively
measuring the key behaviors, medical simulations can advance beyond their current limitations.
Advanced models should also be developed to deliver virtual training content and to
predict synthetic behaviors. Current trends in medical treatment are moving toward less invasive
interactions such as robotic, laparoscopic, and endoscopic procedures. This trend shifts the
training application from hands and vision in the body to hands on the controls with video. This
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moves training content from the live to virtual and will require accurate digital tissue models. As
anisotropy and other confounding biologic behaviors become educationally relevant, validated
models will be required. Models have already been developed that account for collagen fiber
orientations to affect stress/strain behaviors (Holzapfel, 2001). Applying these validated models
to future simulations, including synthetic formulations reinforced with fibers should result in
greater accuracy and improved fidelity.
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APPENDIX: HUMAN UNIAXIAL TENSION DATA AND PERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENTS
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10x Solution Under 50 Years Old
Donor

A

B

C

D

Age/Gender

33/M

47/M

28/M

28/M

Sample

Orientation

λmax

UTS

W

λt

E1

E2

PleuraR05

CROSS

1.8267

0.4550

0.1187

1.3665

0.0477

0.9202

PleuraR06

CROSS

1.4888

0.7548

0.1256

1.2026

0.0742

2.7317

PleuraR12

CROSS

1.8567

0.3453

0.1203

1.2903

0.0389

0.7046

PleuraL04

CROSS

1.7216

1.6577

0.3906

1.3037

0.1224

3.9506

PleuraL05

CROSS

1.7129

2.1221

0.4599

1.3273

0.1327

5.6930

PleuraL07

CROSS

1.7296

0.6444

0.1306

1.3894

0.0370

1.9706

PleuraR01T2

CROSS

1.6603

0.8136

0.1320

1.3850

0.0457

3.0839

PleuraL01

RIB

1.5947

1.6416

0.3538

1.2093

0.1005

4.8245

PleuraL02

RIB

1.4628

0.8785

0.1442

1.1477

0.1136

2.9603

PleuraL06

RIB

1.8168

0.8383

0.2738

1.2670

0.0427

1.8185

PleuraL09

RIB

1.4666

0.4333

0.0788

1.1687

0.0317

1.8430

PleuraR02

RIB

1.7827

0.7587

0.1728

1.3690

0.0355

1.8556

PleuraR04

RIB

2.0488

1.3408

0.6153

1.2947

0.0868

2.2766

Average

1.7053

0.9757

0.2397

1.2862

0.0699

2.6641

SD

0.1712

0.5461

0.1662

0.0827

0.0369

1.4526

95CI

0.0931

0.2969

0.0903

0.0450

0.0201

0.7896

PleuraR03

CROSS

1.3747

1.5596

0.1675

1.8600

0.1007

9.3668

PleuraR04

CROSS

1.6757

1.3511

0.2238

1.3734

0.0481

4.3246

PleuraL03

CROSS

1.3557

2.5512

0.2832

1.1668

0.1252

16.7496

PleuraL02

RIB

1.3586

0.8745

0.0955

1.1764

0.0557

5.8629

PleuraR01

RIB

1.5198

1.0180

0.2145

1.1830

0.0432

4.3885

PleuraR02T02

RIB

1.4106

1.3038

0.1881

1.1628

0.0679

6.6207

Average

1.4492

1.4430

0.1954

1.3204

0.0735

7.8855

SD

0.1267

0.5955

0.0628

0.2764

0.0326

4.7195

95 CI

0.1014

0.4765

0.0502

0.2212

0.0261

3.7763

PleuraL04

CROSS

1.7338

0.4667

0.0988

1.3862

0.0233

1.5096

PleuraR03

CROSS

1.7976

2.0706

0.6225

1.3378

0.2376

5.6542

PleuraL01

RIB

1.3506

0.1813

0.0168

1.1856

0.0246

1.1598

PleuraR02

RIB

1.9218

8.6955

2.9348

1.3607

0.4330

17.3643

Average

1.7010

0.9062

0.2460

1.3176

0.1796

2.7745

SD

0.2418

1.0184

0.3286

0.1047

0.1234

2.5000

95 CI

0.2736

1.1525

0.3718

0.1185

0.1396

2.8290

PleuraL01

CROSS

2.8141

0.6504

0.2939

2.0605

0.0106

1.0378

PleuraL02

CROSS

2.4905

0.2868

0.1109

1.7360

0.0179

0.3753
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E

F

G

H

46/M

49/F

38/M

47/F

PleuraR01

CROSS

2.2556

0.4618

0.1220

1.7854

0.0131

1.0741

PleuraR02

CROSS

3.1337

0.4518

0.3470

1.8385

0.0084

0.4113

PleuraR03

CROSS

3.5949

0.3749

0.3168

1.9794

0.0034

0.2267

PleuraL04

RIB

1.5707

1.2504

0.2151

1.2461

0.0629

4.0352

PleuraR04

RIB

2.0478

4.5953

1.1194

1.6276

0.0846

11.7820

PleuraR05

RIB

1.9076

1.6076

0.3961

1.5130

0.0322

5.1213

Average

2.4769

1.2099

0.3652

1.7233

0.0291

3.0080

SD

0.6733

1.4451

0.3216

0.2612

0.0294

3.9917

95 CI

0.4666

1.0014

0.2228

0.1810

0.0204

2.7661

PleuraL01

CROSS

1.5948

0.4651

0.0791

1.3075

0.0213

1.6960

PleuraR01

CROSS

1.5027

0.1798

0.0254

1.2297

0.0059

0.5863

PleruraL02

RIB

1.5486

1.2767

0.2860

1.1371

0.0742

3.5979

PleuraR02

RIB

1.3376

0.4206

0.0377

1.1792

0.0465

3.0030

Average

1.4959

0.5856

0.1071

1.2134

0.0370

2.2208

SD

0.1120

0.4775

0.1215

0.0733

0.0299

1.3485

95 CI

0.1098

0.4679

0.1191

0.0718

0.0293

1.3215

PleuraL01

CROSS

1.4848

0.1462

0.0312

1.1377

0.0274

0.6284

PleuraL02

CROSS

2.0267

0.2109

0.1112

1.1575

0.0377

0.4127

PleuraL03

RIB

1.5958

0.9506

0.2454

1.1395

0.0783

2.6251

PleuraL04

RIB

1.3687

0.8035

0.1070

1.1715

0.1005

6.7107

Average

1.6190

0.5278

0.1237

1.1516

0.0609

2.5942

SD

0.2872

0.4086

0.0891

0.0160

0.0343

2.9195

95 CI

0.2814

0.4004

0.0873

0.0157

0.0336

2.8610

PleuraL01

CROSS

1.3747

3.3291

0.3772

1.1791

0.1391

20.0108

PleuraL02

CROSS

1.2405

2.0664

0.1640

1.1060

0.6730

16.6047

PleuraL06

CROSS

1.4717

1.6357

0.2785

1.1699

0.1052

6.2543

PleuraL03

RIB

1.3234

1.5261

0.1783

1.1450

0.2395

11.3065

PleuraL04

RIB

1.3868

2.0439

0.2772

1.1471

0.1904

10.1768

PleuraL05

RIB

1.3456

2.0714

0.1809

1.1788

0.1336

12.5161

Average

1.3571

2.1121

0.2427

1.1543

0.2468

12.8115

SD

0.0764

0.6418

0.0833

0.0280

0.2142

4.8685

95 CI

0.0611

0.5136

0.0667

0.0224

0.1714

3.8955

PleuraR01

CROSS

1.4547

1.8420

0.2138

1.2411

0.0833

8.4806

PleuraR02

CROSS

1.2766

0.7005

0.0426

1.1744

0.0499

8.3005

PleuraL01

RIB

1.3557

0.3481

0.0356

1.1829

0.0439

2.5367

PleuraL02

RIB

1.3007

0.8354

0.0643

1.1695

0.0843

6.7004

1.3469

0.9315

0.0891

1.1920

0.0653

6.5046

Average
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SD

0.0791

0.6408

0.0840

0.0332

0.0215

2.7636

95 CI

0.0775

0.6280

0.0824

0.0325

0.0210

2.7083

CROSS
𝒏𝒏𝒄𝒄 = 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

RIB
𝒏𝒏𝒓𝒓

𝒙𝒙𝝀𝝀𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 = 𝟏𝟏. 𝟕𝟕𝟕𝟕

= 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

𝒙𝒙𝝀𝝀𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 = 𝟏𝟏. 𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒

𝝈𝝈𝝀𝝀𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 = 𝟎𝟎. 𝟓𝟓𝟓𝟓

𝝈𝝈𝝀𝝀𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 = 𝟎𝟎. 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

𝒙𝒙𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖 = 1.06 MPa

𝒙𝒙𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖 = 1.23 MPa

𝝈𝝈𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖 = 0.88

𝝈𝝈𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖 = 0.91
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